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CHAPTER I
THE DILEMMA OF SCIENTIFIC MAN

CD~t''''&.''"''

The Modem Temper cal •••• ~O'\~

TWO moods determine the attitude of our civilization1.- to t e social wor : con ence m t e ower reason,
as re~resented bv modem SClen~, to solve the social Drob
lems of our age and desDair at the ~v~r renewed failure--llf
scientific reason to solve them. That mood of despair is not
new to our civilization, nor is it peculiar to it. The intellec
tual and moral history of mankind is the story of inner inse
curity, of the anticipation of impending doom, of metaphys
ical anxieties. These are rooted in the situation of man as a

creature which, being conscious of itself, has lost its animal
ipnocence and security and is now forever striving to recap
ture this innocence and security in religious, moral, and
socialworlds of its own. What is new in the present situation
is not the existence of these anxieties in popular feeling but
their strength and confusion, on the one hand, and their
absence in the main currents of philosophy and political
thought, on the other.

Lord Bryce quotes the statement "that the American Gov
ernment and Constitution are based on the theology of Cal
vin and the philosophy of Hobbes," and he adds, "Compare
this spirit with the enthusiastic optimism of the Frenchmen
of,1789." He might as well have added, "Compare this spirit
with the philosophy, of our age." The strangeness to the
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modem mind of the theology of Calvin and the philosophy
of Hobbes testifies to the enormity of the gap which separates
the philosophy of our age from the prerationalist tradition.
By the same token, this gap separates also the main currents
of modem philosoph1' from popular feeIing, whose disquiet
is thus deepened by the absence of a meaningful response in
philosophical thought.

Yet the very crisis of our civilization reveals itself in the
tenacity with which it cIings to its assumptions in the face of
ever more potent signs that its rationalist philosophy cannot
give meaning to the experiences of the mid-twentieth cen
tury. Our civilization assumes that the social world is sus
ceptibIe to rational control conceived after the model oE the
natural sciences, while the ex eriences domestic and i er
natlona o e a e con ra lct this assum .. However,
instead of asking itseI w et er an assumption such as this
is in need of revision, the age defends its assumptions to the
utmost and, by doing so, involves itself stilI deeper in the
contradictions between its philosophy and its experience . .w
the end th ver wídenin a between hiloso h and

ex erience aral zes both t ou t an actlon. e age be
comes una e to accept either its inva I p I osophy (for its
experience contradicts it) or a more vaIid aItemative (for its
insecure philosophy cannot admit of change); it can no
longer face either its unsolved problems or their solutions.

It becomes an agejfirst, of uneasv Gonfllsion then. of Gvnic-:Jlespair; and, fina ly, it risks being overwhelmed by the en
emies from within and from without.-

The Crisis oE Phi1osophy

When speaking of philosophy we are referrine: to tbe
l~rgeIy unconscious intellectual assumptions by which the
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science has been the main manifestation of this mode of

thought. This belief in science is the one intellectual ~itlwhich sets-our a e a art from recedin eriods of histo .

Whatever Ifferent p 1 osophic, economic, and political be
liefs people may hold, thev are.united in Jhe couyictiQUtha.t
science is able, at least potentially, to solve all the problell!s
o~. In this view, the problems of society and nature are
essentially identical and the solution of social pmblems <!f

p~nds upon the Quantitatíve extension of the method of the
natural sciences to the sodal spher~. This is the common

ground on which JEem~ Bentham and Karl Marx, Herbert
Spencer and Jo~ ewey take f1refrstandoOn the olitIca scene this mode of thou ht is most L -

ica re resente . so h of . rahsm.
Yet it is not limited to the adherents of liberal political prin
ciples but permeates nonliberal thought as well and has thus
become typical of the political thinking of the age. Whatever
else may separate the White House fmm the Kremlin, lib
erals from conservatives, all share the belief that if not now,
at least ultimately, politics can be replaced by science, how
ever differently defined.

The rationalist mode of thought has remained virtually
unchanged since the turn of the eighteenth century, while
conditions of life in the same period have undergone the
most profound changes in recorded history. W e think in
terms of the outgoing eighteenth centu and live in terms
of the mi -twen le . tep 1 osophical and political ideas
of the eighteenth century would represent eternal verities
under the conditions of a particular time and place, they
would be able to guide the thought and action of our time as
well as of any other. There have been philosophies which
were at least partly of this kind, such as the political philos-..
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ophies of Plato and Aristotle, but the philosophy of the
eighteenth century is not among them. lt is, on the contrary,
a philosophical structure which gives the appearance of eter
nal verities to certain anthro 010 ical, social, and olitical
assumpbons w JC are true, if at all. only llnder the condi
tions of a particular historic experience. The historic experi
ence of the Industrial Revolution and the rise of the middle

classeshas given way to different historic configurations, but
the philosophy of that epoch still dominates the Western
mind as though its tenets were not subject to the revising
processes of history.

The philosophy of rationalism has misunderstood the
nature of man, the nature of the social world, and the nature
of reason itself. lt does not see that man's nature has three

dimensions: .biological, rational, and spiritual. By neglecting
the biologica11mpulses and spmtual aspirations of man, it
misconstrues the function reason fulfils within the whole of

human existence; it distorts the problem of ethics, especially
in the politica1 field; and it perverts the natural sciences iuto
an instrument of social salvation for which neither their own
nature nor the nature of the socia1world fits them .

.As a political philosophy, rationalism has misconstrued
the nature of politics and of olibcal acbon altogether. 'l'I1e

peno etween t e two wor d wars, w Je saw J s riumph
in theory and in practice, witnessed also its intellectual,
moral, and political bankruptcy. History, it is true, has its
accidents. lts course, if we can believe Pascal, would have
been different had Cleopatra's nose been shorter. Yet the
political and military catastrophes of the thirties and early
forties and the political crises of the mid-forties bear too uni
form a pattern to be attributed to accidents or to the short
comings of individuals alone. Ihev are but the outward mani-
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'~I~ festations of an intellectual, mor~ and poJit.icaLEi~e:l:~e
which has its roots in th~Qasic pbjlQs.Qp1!ic_::issumptions of
the age. -- . -

The Chal1enge ot Fascism
It would be tempting yet rash to take it for granted that

those who believe in these assumptions were victorious in
war because they believe in them. Military victory proves
only what it actually signifies: that militarily one group of
men is superior to another. Those men may also excel in phil
osophic insight, moral wisdom, and statecraft; but if they do,
they do so by virtue of their excellence in these respective
fields and not because they have shown themselves to be
adept in the art of warfare. The monopoly of the atomic
bomb may coincide with a monopoly in virtue; but no neces
sity makes the latter an attribute of the former. The fact
alone that Western civilization could completely misunder
stand the intellectual, moral, and political challenge of fas
cism and be brought to the brink of .disaster by those very
forces it had defeated on the battlefield but twenty years
before should raise doubts in the soundness of its philosophy,
morality, and statecraft.

The very appearance of fascism not only in Germany and
Italy but in our own midst ought to have convinced us that
the age of reason, of progress, and of peace, as we understood
it from the teachings of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies, had become a reminiscence of the past. Fascism is not,
as we prefer to believe, a mere temporary retrogression into
irrationality, an atavistic revival of autocratic and barbaric
rule. In its mastery of the technological attainments and
potentialities of the age, it is truly progressive-were not the
propaganda machine of Goebbels and the gas chambers of
Himmler models of technical rationality?-and in its denial
of the ethics of Western civilization it reaps the harvest of a
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philosophy which clings to the tenets of Western civi1ization
without understanding its foundations. In a sense it is, like
all real revolutions, but the receiver of the bankrupt age that
preceded it.

The Answer

Not only the condition of Western civilization but also
the task of its defender can be learned from the experience
of fascism. For the gap between the conditions of life and
the official phi1osophies, which today threatens to swallow
Western civilization, preceded the triumph of fascism in
Europe. Man, even the most "practical" one who is most
contemptuous of enterprises such as the one undertaken by
this book, c~not live without a philosophy which gives
meaning to his existence, by explaining it in terms of causal
ity, rationalizing it in terms of philosophy pr0l'er, and justi-
tring it in terms of ethics. A philosophy as a system of intel- \~
lectual assumptions is static; life is in constant flux..Ufe-is
always in a "period of transition," by which standard phrase
the age reveals its embarrassment at its intellectual inabi1ity
to cope with the experience of modern life. In the face of t!!.is
contradiction between philosophy and experience, it is the

easiest thing in the world to stick to one's philosophic guns >- *
a.nd, pointing to the intellectual and moral excellence of
one's philosophy. to substitute for the creative revisions and
revolutions of true philosophy the sterile incantations of a
~elf-sufficientdQgm::ltistJ1

lntellectual victories, however, are not won that way. The
dominance of a philosophy over its age and its fecundity for
the future are not determined by the standards of a seminar
in logic or metaphysics but by its relation to the life experi
ences of the common man. That philosophy wins out in the
competition of the market place, which, with greater faith-
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fulness than any other, makes explicit and meaningful what
the man in the street but dimly perceives yet strongly feels.

Man may continue to live for a while with a philosophy
which falls short of this standard. He may still believe in its
assumptions, listen to its exhortations, and wonder in con
fusion what is true and false, good and evil, right and wrong
in this conflict between the known dogmas of the old philos
ophy and the felt experiences of the new life. ~ et man will
f!ot forever accept a philosophy which is patently at odds
with his experience. He will not forever listen to "appeals to
~' when he experiences the power of irrational forces
over his own life and the lives of his fellow-men. He will not

forever believe in "progress" when the comparison between
his own moral and social experience and those of his ances
tors shows him that there is no such thing. He will not for
ever cherish the redeeming powers of science which demon
strates through its results its moral ambiguity in its own
sphere and its scientific ambiguity in the social world. He
will not forever accept as true the essentially harmonious
éonstitution of human existence when Jiís~iiiiíerand outer
life bears the marks of constant conthct and str~--

- Man will not live without answers to his questions, and
when the answers are not forthcoming from the traditional
custodians of Western thought, he willlook for them else
where. He will turn to any philosophy which seems to be
less at variance with his experience than the one in which he
can no longer believe. 80 the Germans rejected, with ra
tionalism and liberalism, the whole Western tradition and
embraced in fascism a phílosophy which promised to reinter
pret their experiences, to guide their actions, and to create a
new society. ~ascism failed as apractical phílosophy because
it did not understand the nature of man, who is nOUl" ly ~n

o,piect of political manipulation but also a mor~erson en-
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dowed with resources which do not yield to mani ulation.
The failure of fascism and its e eat m battle have given
Westem civilization another chance to re-examine its own

philosophy, to revise its own assumptions, and to reconcile
its traditions with the experiences and exigencies of modem
life.

Such a task is not extraordinary but is a familiar one to all
creative ages. All philosophies tend to elevate their truths
into suppositions of absolute validity, based upon the au
thority of reason and claiming the objectivity of what the
modem age calls science. It is for each succeeding age to
examine this claim in the light of its own experiences and to
reject it where a truth, qualified by the conditions of time and
place, tries to perpetuate itself in a new epoch. Thus, the
scientia of ancient civilization was superseded by Christian
philosophy, which int!oduced a new inner experience into
the consciousness of the Westem world. This new philos
ophy calcified into the pseudo-scientific dogmatism of some
of the medieval schools, which in turn were overcome by a
new philosophy bom of the experience of experimental
science. The ability of an age to perform such a task of re
juvenation, which is also a task of destruction, is the measure
of its intellectual vitality.

The failure of the dogmatic scientism of our age to explain
,thesocial and, more particularly, political problems ~s
age and to give guidance for successful action calls for a re
.examination of these problems in the light of the p~
tionalist Westem tradition. This re-examination must start

with the assumption that power politics, rooted in the
lust for power which is common to all men, is for this reason
inseparable from sociallife itself. In order to eliminate frQm
the political sphere not power politics-~hich is beyond the
~bilityof any political philoso])hv or system-but the destruc-
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t1Y.enessof power politics, rational faculties are needed which
are different from, and superior to, the reason of the scientific
a2'~

Politics must be understood tbrough reason, yet it is no
in reason that it finds its model. Tbe principles of scientifi
reason are always simple, consistent, and abstract; the social
world is alwa s com licated, incongruous, and concretc}Th
apply the former to t e latter is eit er ub e, m that the
social reality remains impervious to the attack of that "one
eyed reason, deficient in its vision of depth"; or it is fatal, in
that it will bring about results destructive of the intended
purpose. J'olitics is an art and not a science, and what is
required for its mastery is not the rationality of the engineer
but the wisdom and the moral strength of the statesman.
The social world, deaf to the a eal to reason ure and sim

~elds only to t at intricate com mation of moral and
I}1atenalpressures whichtbe art of the statesman creates and
maintains.

Contemptuous of power politics and incapable of the
statesmanship which alone is able to master it, tEe age has
tried to make politics a science. By doing so, it has demon
šfrated lb intellectual confusion, moral blindness, and polit
ical decay. A book such as this can picture the disease but
cannot cure it. More especially, it must leave tbe production
of neat and rational solutions to those who believe in the

philosophy against which' this book is written. It must de
prive the reader of that exhilaration which the rational solu
tion of an oversimplified problem, from the single tax to
the outlawry of war, so easily imparts. Yet, if it might lift the
veil of oblivion from a truth once known, it would do for
the theory and, in the long run, for the practice of politics
all that a book can do.
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CHAPTER II
THE AGE OF SCIENCE AND THE

SOCIAL WORLD

Rationalism

AiRATIONALISM sees it, the world is governed by lawsr'i: ..whichare accessible to human reason. In tbe last anal
ysis, there exists a fundamental identity bet~een the human
mind and the laws which govern the world; qne and the
same reason reigns over both. It is this identity which enables
man to understand the causes of events and, by creating
causes through his reasonable action, to make himself the
master of events. This new belief in the creative power of
reason grew out of the experiences which, in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, had awakened and, with each
new experience, strengthened the confidence of the human
mind in itse1f.

!t was in thc field of physical nature that these experiences
~ccurred. Tbe great geographical discoveries and the new in
sights of Copernicus, Bruno, Kepler. and Galileo stand out
as landmarks; in Francis Bacon they find their philosophical
manifestation. The seventeenth century saw in the works.of
pescartes and Newton, of Leibnitz and Vico the crowning
achievements of tlie new philosophy. When, at the turn of
ffie eighteenth century, this philosophy seemed to be at the
threshold of its full practical confirmation, Laplace could
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assert that a sufficiently great mathematician, given the dis
tribution of the particles in the primitive nebula, could pre
dict the whole future of the world.

In the intellectual atmosphere of this approaching tri
umph, the first attempts were made to extend the new way
of thinking to the social world and to discover the natural
lawsof social intercourse which, in both their rationality and
universality, would correspond to the laws of physics. Man
was no longer considered exempt from the subjection to the
rational laws which determine the physical world. One body

rof laws overns man and nature alike and, b learnin to) understand those laws, man wiIl not on y e able to uide the

) physical worl to IS nee s u a so to mo his destiny inltelligently and to become tbe master of his fate. ,"Our con-
sideration of human nature in reIation to welfare .... ,"
wrote E. L. Thorndike recently, "has shown that man has the
possibility of almost complete control of his fate, and that
if he fails it wilI be by the ignorance or folly of men." As De
Maistre said of the earlier representatives of this philosophy:
"The eighteenth century, which distrusted itself in nothing,
hesitated at nothing."

Hugo Grotius is the first to develop, in his philosophy of
the "natural system," the idea of a world governed through
out by objective laws whose existence is independent of a
divine wiIl and which are intelligible to human reason.
Hooker had aIready anticipated this deveIopment, in so far
as the perception of the laws of nature is concerned, by assert
ing that they are "investigable by Reason, without the help
of ReveIation super-natural and divine." Now Grotius de
veIoped the same conception with respect to the origin of the
laws of nature by expressing the blasphemous thought that,
even if God did not exist, natural law would stilI exist.
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Thus, he took the decisive step from the concept of a theo
logical world, whose divine govemment is above human JJ..n
~erstanding as well as action, to ~hec:onc~ of an inherently
rational world of which man is a part and which he ~n un
derstand and act upon. Starting with the same philosophical
premises, Hobbes created the picture of a social world which
is subject to the same mechanicallaws which govem physical
nature and, hence, to the same iron necessity of the causal
law. It was to this kind of universe that Laplace referred
when he remarked to Napoleon: "Sire, in this system there is
no need of God." The Abbé de Saint-Pierre's suggestion to
the king of France that he establish a political academy of
forty experts to advise him in the govemment of the king
dom is thefirst practical application of this philosophy to
political affairs and, thus, the first step toward a political
science in the modem pragmatic sense.

The Four Conc1usions hom Rationalism

From the funqamental concept that man and world are
ovemed by rational laws which human reason is able to

1!nderstand and apply, Fationalistic philosophy draws four

conclusions. ~~rst, that the rationall)!~ght and the ethically
good are iden lcal. S~ that the rationall ri ht action is2! necessity the sucC'eSSfUlone. T ird, t at e ucation leads
man to the rationally right, hence, good and successful,
a~n. Fourth, that the laws of reason-Las applied to the social
sphere, a~niversal in their _application.

It was through lack of reason that evil came into the world.
This is the original sin by which man has disturbed the order
of the world. Since the essence of world and man is reason,
man will perform his task in the world by living up to the
commands of reason. The good life is the life conducted in
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accordance with those commands. lt is upon this same rela
tionship to the commands of reason that success and failure
of human actions depend. As conformity with the laws of
nature guarantees success in the physical world, so in the
social world does compliance with the laws of reason. If all
men followed reason, the conflicts which separate them
would disappear or, at worst, be resolved in compromise; the
wants from which they suffer would be satisfied; the fears
which destroy their lives would be dispelled; and harmony,
welfare, and happiness would reign. The perfect world is the
world in which all obey the commands of reason. This is
what both ethics and expediency demand. Goodness and
success are the price for conformity to these commands.

Ethics

~n action which falls short of what ethics prescribes and
expediency demands indicates a lack of knowled e of the
natura aws of reason. lnjustice is ignorance applied to
hUman action. The bad as well as the unsuccessful man is

the unreasonable man, and the unreasonable man is the ig
norant man who can be made good and reasonable by learn
ing what reason requires. When he acts wrongly, it is not
because he is bad or incapable by nature but because he does
not know better. "What we fight," asserts Sir Norman
Angell, "is not evil intention; it is sodal stupidity." John
Dewey describes this conception of ethics in these words:
"Hume proclaims that morals is about to become an experi
mental science. Just as, almost in our own day, Mills interest
in a method for social science led him to reformulate the

logic of experimental inquiry, so all the great men of the
Enlightenment were in search for the organon of morals
which should repeat the physical triumphs of Newton. Ben-
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tham notes that physics has had its Bacon and Newton; that
morals has had its Bacon in Helvetius, but still awaits its
Newton; and he leaves us in no doubt that at the moment of
writing he was ready, modestly but firmly, to fill the waiting
niche with its missing figure." '!:hus education and enlighten
ing propaganda become the chief weapons in the hands -Df
the already enlightened for the betterment of human affairs.

In this world of rationalism, emotions, whenever their
existence is recognized at all, have ~subordinate role to
p1ay.Theirs is no longer a decisive part in the struggle of rea
son for supremacy. For the prerationalistic age. the passions
are the ex onent of evil the reat anta onist of reason' in the

1>.ilosoE~ 2É rationalism theyare "noble," ready to follow
~heguidance of reason. It is not in them that evillies but in
wrong thinking, in lack of reason. The shortcomings of man,
especially in the field of action, therefore, are to be remedied
not by reforming the domain of the emotions but only by
improving the reasoning faculties of man. One is reminded
of Rousseau's explanation of Madame de Warens' moral
weakness, which he attributes not to the corruption of her
passions but to bad reasoning, that is, to a series of faulty
logical deductions suggested to her by her seducer.

It wasonly one step from this rationalization of ethics to the
disappearance of ethics as an autonomous system of norms,
distinct from empirical factoUpon the distinction and strict
separation of the ought-to-be and the to-be, the normative
and the empirical, traditional ethics is founded. The ethical
command, conceived in terms of the divine will or of the
reasonable nature of man, transcends the empirical sphere
and belongs to the world of norms, ends, and values. The
nineteenth century abandons this dichotomy in a develop
ment which starts with Kants formalization of the ethical
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imperative and ends with Comte's identification of ethical
rule and scientlfic law. The deduetive reason of the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries had fallen vietim to Hume's
and Kants criticism, and the normative character of the
ethical command follows the deductive method into obliv

ion. Reason, conceived as empirical science, is supposed to
supply the rules of human conduct by showing the different
r~,sultscorrelated with differe~{)ns.

Where ethics is still recognized as an independent sphere,
it is relegated to religion, a private domain such as family or
art, where man may satisfy his emotional needs. The dual
morality of the age has here one of its roots. Yet, this private
domain where normative ethics may still find refuge is re
garded as a residue from a prescientific age, which will not
survive the coming of the age of science. With the coming
of this age, normative ethics and religion itself will disappear,
to be replaced by rational science.

fu scientific ethics. the selective principle by which to dis
tinguish between good and evil, reasonable and unreasonable
á~tions, is the principle of utility. This principle is undeE
stood to mean, in a ositive sense the calculable and cal

~ ate regu arity of action, the improvement of the condi
tions of living, and the increase of the expectation of .life;
~iIa negative sense, tJ1e absence of passiomíte and violent
a.stion, the absence of hardshiE, s~ffer~n~e, and want, an.?,
finally, the avoidance of death. Whereas the good of tradi
tional ethics can be achieved only through a struggle within
the soul of man or through an act of divine grace, scientific
ethics leads man toward perfection through the mere intel
lectual process of learning what is reasonable and good. Yet,
in opposition to the platonic remembrance of the distinction
between good and evil, which, like the principles of mathe-
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matics, is pre-existent in the human soul, tj1e ethical p~r
fection of utilitarian rationalism consists simply in a~B!:tttmg
the empÍrical knowled e of how cert;in effects are co-ordi
nate with certain actions., that;.is, ",hat good1 in utilitarian
.terms, to expect from certain acti~n~.

Education and Progress

Since no inherent disability bars man from knowing all
that there is to be known in the empirical world, the distance
between the actual state of human affairs and its perfection
isof a merely quantitative nature and can be overcome by pro
gressiveaccumulation of knowledge. As a physiocrat put it in
1768: "It will suffice to have that amount of capacity and
patience which a child who is good at arithmetic employs, to
become a good politician or a truly good citizen." What men
do not yet know they willlearn, and they will teach it to the
ignorant, thus spreading ever more and more knowledge to
more and more people. "What we principally thought of,"
said John Stuart Mill in his Autobiography, "was to alter
people's opinions; to make them believe according to evi
dence, and know what was their real interest, which when
they once knew, they would, we thought, by the instrument
of opinion, enforce a regard to it upon one another." Accord
ing to Ramsay MacDonald, "The Independent Labour
Party believes in the class conflict as a descriptive fact,
but does not regard it as supplying a political method.
It strives to transform through education, through raising
standards of mental and moral qualities, through the accept
ance of programmes by reason of their justice, rationality,
and wisdom."

It is, therefore, onI a matter of time before man will
have acquired all t e know e ge necessary to so ve t e
Eroblems of the physical and social world. "As mankind
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improve," to quote John Stuart Mill again, "the nlJmber of
doctrines which are no longer disputed or doubted wilI be
constantly on the increase; and the welI-being of mankind
may almost be measured by the number and gravity of the
truths which have reached the point of being uncontested."
The number of those truths which thus become the imper
ishable heritage of mankind cannot fail to increase constantly
since they are derived from reason itself by a mere process of
logical deduction. Beason is everywhere and at alI times
identical with itself; so are the principles of logical deduction.

en everywhere and at alI times partake of both. A principle
it reason, such as justice or freedom or~ity, once rec
ognized as true, will always be so recognized. Whenever a
sociaTproblem requires solution, the principle of reason wilI
yield it through the mere subsumption of the facts under the
principles. ~9cial problems, then, are very much like mathe
matical problems. They can alI be solved and their solution
is implicit in the very essence of reason from which it is to
be evolved through a chain of logical dedllctiollS.

No wonder, then, that this philosophy has an essentialIy
optimistic outlook. Since man has the faculty of attaining
perfection in reason, he has also the faculty of attaining per
fection in goodness and success. Most problems confronting
man could be solved immediately if only sufficiently in
structed men were to apply the laws of reason, and the rest
can be solved similarly in the course of time when more in
struction and research will have given more useful knowledge
to more men. While the prerationalistic age looked to the
other world for salvation, rationalism finds the promise of
perfection here and now. 1'he belief in inevitable progress
and in the unlimited erfectibili of human affairs is thus

t e necessary conclusion which rationalistic philosophy
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reachesand flOm which it derives faith in its soundness as a- .•..•..--------------------
s stem of philoso h and in the racticabili of its ostu-
~ o complete," said John Stuart Mill in his Autobiog
raphy, "was my father's reliance on the influence of reason
over the minds of mankind whenever it is a110wedto reach

them, that he feIt as if a11would be gained, if the whole popu
lation were taught to read, if a11sorts of opinions were al
lowed to be expressed to them by word and in writing, and if
by means of the suffrage they could nominate a legislature to
giveeffect to the opinions they adopted.'>

The Political Philosophy oi Liberalism

This philosophy was transformed into a political theory
and a lied to actual political roblems under eonditions
~hich were dominate y the eonfliet between t e rising
middle classesand the feudal state. It was as the main moral,
intelleetual, and politieal weapon of the rising middle classes
that rationalistie philosophy beeame the foundation for
politieal theory and practice and, as sueh, has never lost the
imprint of these historie origins. This combination of ra
tionalistie philosophy and the moral, inte11eetual,and polit
iealneeds of the rising middle classeswas to beeome a fateful
one in both domestie and international affairs; for in this
eombination lie the strength of this politieal philosophy and
its weaknessas we11.This politieal philosophy was vietorious
whereverthere existed a politieal situation similar to the one
which had ereated it or where the philosophical premises
from whieh it derived were not eompletely identified with
any one political situation, so that they eould be adapted to
new ones. Under sueh eireumstanees, this eombination be
tween rationalism and the interests of the middle classes was
a souree of intellectual and politieal strength; for the inter-
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~etation of a political situation in terms of the immut~ble
postulates of reason was no less powerful an. ideological
weapon than the invocation of reli ion, tradition, and custom
DYwhich the eu al order justified its existence.
- On the other hand, this political school failed and was

bound to fail wherever it tried to achieve its aims without

modification of its original intellectual premises and political
methods under conditions which differed essentially from
those under which it had originated. Convinced that this
political philosophy was justified in the light of reason and
was, therefore, beyond the reach of historical change, the
nineteenth century neglected the fleeting element of historic
time and place which had gone into the making of its political
thought and upon the presence of which both the theoreti
cal squndness and practical feasibility of this philosophy
depended. Forgetful of the historic relativity of all polit
ical philosophy, the nineteenth century elevated the product
of a unique historie and philosophie eonfiguration into an im
mutable system of rational suppositions and postulates to be
applied, regardless of historie eonditions, everywhere and at
all times. Sueh a politieal philosophy eould not fail to be out
of tune with the realities of the situation wherever the essen

tial conditions of its origin were absent.
What were those eonditions? What were the interests to

be defended? What were the enemies to be held at bay?

Rationalism and the Interests ot the Middle Classes

The middle classeshad developed an economic and soeial
system which was dominated by eertain rationallaws. Their
observanee was the essential condition for suceess within the

system, and very soon a set of mores developed which gave
these laws ethieal dignity as well. Individual violation from
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within was obviously stupid, sometimes immoral, and was
punishedwith economic failure and social condemnation. It
was different with a social and economic system such as
feudalism,which not only refused to follow those rational
lawsbut also interfered with their operation and, through
the instrumentalities of the state, endeavored to take advan
tageof the fruits of their application. Such an attitude was a
negationnot only of temporal economic interests but of the
veryessence of the rational world which the middle classes
werebuilding. It was as a defense against this deadly inter
ferenceof the feudal system in the rational processes of their
socialand economic world that the middle classes bui1t up
the political theory and practice of the nineteenth century.

This political philosophy is based upon a dual generaliza
tionof the social, economic, and olitical experience of the
rismgmid le c asses, interpreted in the light of the philos
ophyof rationalism. On the one h~d, the rationality of this
expenencenow become ical art and an ex erimental
con rmation of the rational concept of world and man. It
now appears to be only a EartIcular manifestation of the
rationalityof the world. As the Communist Manifesto puts
~[the bourgeoisie] has been the first to show what
man'sactivity can bring about." Consequently, the feudal
order stands condemned, not only as an isolated historic
obstacleto thedevelopment of the middle classes but also
asthe incarnation of all backwardness and ignorance, of all
theforcesof darkness which disturb the rational order of na

tureand retard the arrival of the golden age of enlightenment
andreason. "Aristocratic rule, the government of the Few in
anyof its shapes," said John Stuart Mill of his father's polit
icalphilosophy, "being in his eyes the only thing which stood
betweenmankind and an administration of their affairs by
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the best wisdom to be found among them, was the object of
his sternest disapprobation."

Since, on the other hand, it was by means of the state that
feudaHsmbarred the middle classes from the full use of their

rational powers, the state became the archinterventionist
that, by its very nature, is unable to build on the foundations
of reason but will only destroy what reason has built. Since,
finally, the state as social agent makes use of its sovereign
political power which asserts itself in political institutions
and derives its legitimacy from tradition, the historic hostility
against feudalism is transformed into philosophical antag
onism to the state, tradition, poHtics, and violence, as such.
1Jle st::lte, tradition. politics, and violence come to be re
garded as something alien to the true order of things. as a
kind of outside disturbance like a disease or a natural ca

.tastrophe. Society vs. state, law vs. politics, t;r,lanvs. institu
tions, reason vs. tradition, order vs. violence-such are the
1Jiitle cries of liberalism, and this dichoto~y between the
true, good order of things, dominated by reason, and its 12.0lit
i~al perversion has determined the course of nineteentb.
c~ntury political thought.

This hostility to the state so dominates the age that even a
thinker critical of the spirit of the times shows its traces. "Life
in the state," says the Prussian philosopher Fichte, "does not
belong among the absolute ends of men, whatever a very
great man [Hegel] may say about that; but it is a means,
existing only under certain conditions, for the establishment
of a perfect society. The state, like all human institutions
which are mere means, is bent on its own destruction; it is
the purpose of all government to make government super
f1.uous." In Emerson's essay "Politics," the dichotomy is
transposed into spiritual terms. "To educate the wise man,
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the State exists; and with the appearance of the wise man,
the State expires. The appearance of character makes the
State unnecessary." Marxian philosophy poses the same op
position in economic terms; the state appears as the pro duet
of the class struggle, bound to disappear with tbe latter. To
our own day, tbe symbolic force of these generalizations and
identifications has remained effective in man hiloso hical

and po ltical concepts, e.g., m t e concept of the intellectuaJ
~arkness of the Middle Ages taken as symbol of the pre
liberal world, and of the essential moral and ra matic in

~~iority o t e state to private initiative. Paine's statement
that ~oclety IS the outcome of our virtues, government of our
~ckedness, has lost nothing of its convincing.E..0wer over the
lil>eralmind.

What, then, are the means which the middle classes em

ploy to protect their world against the nonconformist from
within and the enemy from without? This world reposes, as
we know, in its philosophical postulates as well as in its prac
tical needs, upon the rationality of its elements. As the actual
world falls short of this ideal and is ever menaced by irra
tional forces from within and without, it becomes the main
concern of the nineteenth century to hold at bay and destroy
the enemies from within and to insulate the rational world

against those from without, to restrict tbeir sphere gradually,
and to extend the borders of the rational world correspond
ingly.

The Rule of Law and the Liberal lnstitutions

The means by which the nineteenth century essays to
achieve these dual ends is the rule of law. The idea of a co

herent system of legal rules regulatin the relationshi s of

men IS mbmate y relate , oglCa y as well as historically. ~
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the general philosophy of rationalism. Such a system of legal
rules, coherent, precise, and caIculable like the laws of phys
ics, or, as Grotius, Leibnitz, and many others preferred to
think, like the principles of mathematics, is only the image,
created by men and endowed with human sanctiom, of the
rational order which dominates the world. lt is in the idea of

secularized natural law, as developed by Grotius, that the
concept of a coherent system of positive legislation orig
inated in the eighteenth century in France, Austria, and
Prussia. Positive law, so to speak, comes to the support of the
laws of reason which, in this stage of human development,
have only an incomplete chance of being realized by their
own inner force alone; the "positive order" adds to the power
of reason, inherent in the "natural order," the sanctions of
state and society.

Thus the legal order endeavors to guarantee the smooth
operation of the laws of rellson in the economic and . I
sphere o t e middle classes. With respect to disturbances
from within this sphere, the civil and criminallaws fulfil this
function. As regards interference from without, that is, on
the part of the feudal powers and their state, the movement
toward constitutional government pursues the same aim, by
building, as a member of the English House of Commons put
it in 1610, a "wall betwixt the king and his subjects." The
respective spheres of government and citizen are again deter
mined by the principles of naturallaw as they manifest them
selves in the legal instrumentalities of the Bill of Rights and
similar constitutional guaranties.

For ~Pf advancement of its aims, classicalliberalism de
v d three in ti . s: written constitutions wfrich

would envelop the rational sp ere o economlC and social
frideavor in an armor of legal guaranties and, a! the saE1e
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time, compel thc irrational forces of tbe state into a system
of legalchains from which these forces were súpposed never

to escape;second, ~eQt cop.~tswhich, as the mouth
e."'íeceš of r,- wou d iscern the reasonable from the un
reasonablein the conflicting claims of less enlightened par
tiesandsee to it that legal rules be applied in accordance with

the laws of reason; .' t arliaments
whichwould subiect apparently con lchng views an mter
eststo the test of reason through intelligent discussion and
resolvethose conflicts either in a compromise, as the experi
mental manifestation of the harmony df interests inherent
~ human affairs, or in a decision of the majority thro~h
which reason asserts itself against the unenlightened few.

best tes.t..l2f..tw.th,"according to the famous epigram ~#~'~th~ oower of the thoueht to eet it-
in the comoehtion-<lf the market."

Social Reform

These ideas and institutions led liberalism to victory over
theteudal state, and the classical liberals were convinced
that upon this philosophical basis and with these intelle.ctual
tools the liberal society could safely be built. Within the
frameworkof those liberal safeguards, reason, r~vealing itself
in the lawsof economics, would reign .me and of neces
sity bring about harmony and the welfare of al!. It was at
this point that the Gladstonian liberals, the evolutionary
socialists,the adherents of the General Welfare State and

šOCiafreformersof all denominations ~t from the classicalliberalsof tbe Manchester School and""-addedto the liberal

pbilosophyanother fundamental idea: the conceot of social

.her this concept nor the possibility of its realization is
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self-evident. The Middle Ages and even the seventeenth and
eighteenth eenturies show seareely a traee of the idea of
soeial reform as a philosophieal proposition, let alone as a
program for aetion. It was from the experienee of his actual
mastery over physieal nature through reason that man gained
eonfidenee in the general transforming powers of reason.
Similarly, it was not until the triumph of liberal rationality
over the forees of feudal darkness had provided experimental
proof of the power of reason in soeial affairs that the abstraet
eoneept of progress, inherent, as we have seen, in the philos
ophy of rationalism, was transformed into the politieal idea
of soeial reformoAnd this politieal experienee, whieh was the
midwife at its birth, should dominate its life in a peeuliar and
truly fateful way.

We have already pointed out that liberalism identified the
historie antagonism between the nriddle c1asses and the
feudal order with the opposition of metaphysieal absolutes:
~?d and evil, lig;ht and darkness, reason and ignor~~e, ~~
ana polities, soeiety and state, order and violenee. Henee, the
destruetion of feudalism and the ereetion of the liberal state
meant more for the liberal mind than one historie event

among many others; it meant the final vietory of the forees
of goodness, light, reason, law, and order over those of evil,
darkness, ignoranee, domination, and violenee. With the
feudal order those forees had disappeared from the earth, and
reason was thus on its way to ultimate vietory.

Yet, whereas the classiealliberals believed in the ability of
reason to win this vietory through its sheer inner foree with
out human intervention, the sodal reformers felt that p-.Q,si
tive legislation on a seientifie basis was neeessary to make
reason prevail within the framework of the liberal state. The
departure from the originalliberal position, which the idea
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of social reform implied, however, was far less great than
classicalliberalsand social reformers alike supposed it to be.
For both agreed that with the destruction of feudalism and
~utocracythe age of rea~Q!1_':YiJIco~e. TE~I~~y_<!~f!~~ed~ith
referencetoth~~~_!!1_~~_~~ tE!~_!!~!!_s!tiQn,faIl_beachie_yed.
Yet even-the idea of automatic progress predominant in
classicalliberal thought is still of the essence of social re
form,only,as it were, at one remove. Even though the philos
o hy of social reform negates the classical conviction that
reasonwou d prevai wit out human intervention, it main
tainsthe belief in the ability of reason to prevail through its
sheerinner force, once the legislative process has embodied
in positive legislation the scientific formula which reason
suggestsfor the solution of the social problem. The belief in
the redeeming power of the rule of law, which through its
mereexistence reforms the conditions of man, is only the
classicalbelief in the autonomous powers of reason on an
otherleve!of concretization. 'fbe cry for a new piece of l~is
lationas the first and last resort of social reform is but the

e~ of the aPIJeal to reason pure ancLsimEle with whkh
classicalliberalismthought!o e_~~!~j~~Jh.~Q!Q..~l~!!l_~gtsQ~i~1
life...

The Scienti:fic Approach

For the liberal reformer the domestic problems which re
mainedto be solved after the fall of the feudal state were of a

nonpolitical,rather technical nature, analogous to those with
whichthe physicist and the technician have to deal. Like the
latter, they would be solved, one after the other, by the in
evitableaccumulation of more and more knowledge. Social
problems,then, become mere scientific propositions wliIcn,
likemathematical and physical problems, can all be soIved
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rationally and wl~~,~~ity, once the right fonnu1a is dis
covered. Darwin, glVlngexperimental proof to the philosoph
iCaiConviction that nature and man are subject to the same
rational laws, immensely stimulated this trend toward ex
tending scientific methods to sodal problems.

The very field of politics thus becomes a kind of atavistic
residue from a prerational period. Since politics is arbitrari

nessand chance, just as science is order and regularity,~e ~
fits perfectly into this picture of the social world. lt becomes .
the beneficial force which will solve the problems with which
PDliticsis unable to cope. lt becomes the substitute for 'Rol
itics. According to John Dewey, 'The resource that has not
been tried on any large scale in the broad field of human,
sodal relationships is the utilization of organized intelli
gence, the manifold benefits and values of which we have
substantial evidence of in the narrower fields of science." E.

L. Tl:\Orndike advises us that "governments should make
more use of scientific methods in arriving at their decisions,
especially the method of the weighted average. In doubtful
cases, a person should as a rule make his decisions after jot
ting down the facts pro and con, assigning weights to each,
and summing thc weights. He may include his intuitions and
'hunches' with such weight as seems fit. The opinions of
other persons pro and con may be included with the more
objective facts or kept as a separate account to be combined
at the end. The opinions should be weighted according to
the intimacy of the person's knowledge, his expertness in the
field, and his general good sense. Making such weighted de
cisions will on the whole save time and reduce strain and

worry." Elton Mayo wonders that "current texts on politics
still quote Aristotle, Plato, Machiavelli, Hobbes, and the
books of other authors. What chemist finds need of quoting
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Thales and the alchemists? His claims are based on his own

skilland his capacity for experimental demonstration. In so
ciologyand political science there does not seem to be any
equivalent capacity for the direct demonstration of a usable
skiIlin a particular situation at a given time ..... If oursocial
skills(that is, our ability to secure cooperation between peo
ple) had advanced step by step with our technical skil1s, there
wouldnot have been another European war."

tlence, politics should be "reformed" and "rationalized."
Political maneuvering should be replaced by the scientific
" lan," the political decision by the scientific "solution "t e

~itician by t e expert, t e statesman by the "brain
truster," the leglslator by the "le al en ineer." The technical
efficiencyo t e usmess enterprise becomes the standard for
the evaluation of govemmental activities, the "business ad
ministration" the ideal of govemmental perfection. ~n
revolutionbecomes a "sGience," the revolutionary leader the

"engineer of the revolution." ~ince Bentham, English lib
eralismthinks of legislation as an applied scieni:e. According
toThomas G. Masaryk, "Modem democracy does not aim at
ruleat aU,but at administration ..... How this new concep
tion, this new estimate, of state organisation can be carried
out in practice is no mere question of power; it is a difficult
problemof administrative technique." For Charles A. Beard,
"a thousand experiences of politicallife bear witness that a

,treatise on causation in politics would be the most welcome
'.contribution which a scholar of scientific training and tem
. per could make." "The principles of democracy are," ac-
e. cordingto C. Delisle Bums, "merely the principles of science
appliedto public policy," and "democracy is the discovery of
new truth." "Our magazine," writes, Clarence K. Streits
Freedom and Union, "has taken for its province the great
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issue, how to raise man's political science to the leve1of his
scientific and engineering achievements"; and in the hands
of John Dewey the problem of mora1ity becomes "an en
gineering issue." "lf six hundred scientists working together
can produce the atom bomb," says the chairman of the
National Conference of Christians and Jews, "then six hun
dred scientists could be put to work on the job of inter-group
hatreds." He predicts that their combined efforts could end
such hatreds within twenty-five years.

Art is not immune from the scientific approach either.
"The artist," saysJacques Barzun of the spirit of modem art,
"must defend himself in print and show how others are
wrong, for all artists are presumably seeking 'solutions' to
contemporary problems. At any one time only one solution is
valid, hence only one artist has 'the answer.' The artist is made
into a kind of research scientist and sociologist combined .
. . . . To avoid frivolity, art must teach, a1ter the course of
history, and regenerate mankind. It deals, in short, with the
conduct of the wi11,the improvement of the State and the
purification of the soul." Impressionism and expressionism,
cubism and surrealism search for the method which wi11

solve the problem of art once and for all. Justice, according to
Joseph Joubert, is "truth in action." Even "mercy is scien
tific," Lincoln Steffens wrote on the occasion of the Me
Namara tria1.

The scientific spirit penetrates even religious thought. In
his wi11establishing the Gifford Lectureship in natural theol
ogy,Lord Gifford wrote in 1881: "I wish the lectures to treat
their subject as a strictly natural science, the greatest of all
possible sciences, indeed, in one sense, the only science, that
of Infinite Being, without reference to or reliance upon any
supposed special, exceptional or so-called miraculous reve1a-
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tion. I wish it considered just as astronomy or chemistry is."
Asif in consummation of this wish, an advertisement in the
Washington Evening Star of April 24, 1946, announces that
"religionbecomes demonstrable science" and compares the
satisfactionbrought by Christian Science to the one derived
from the modem uses of electricity. When, in the hour of
his death, John Quincy Adams looked at the failure of his
life, founded on the belief in education and science, he
doubted not science but Cod. And is it not significant that
evensoastute a critic of this philosophy as Reinhold Niebuhr
seemsto substitute a scientific for a dogmatic criterion of
religioustruth when he writes: "It is important to recognize
thislack of conformity to the facts of experience as a criterion
ofheresy"?

No political thinker can expect to be heard who would
not, at least in his terminolo , a tribute to the s irit f
sciencean, y claiming his propositions to be "realisti~,"
"technical," or "expenmental," assume their com l e
withsClenh c s an ar s. e ave a moving account of this
intellectual trend by a leading Cerman 1ibera1who, in 1866,
afterBismarck had crushed the Prussian liberal party, wrote
this melancholy confession: "We unconsciously trans
ferred scÍentific method to the practice of politics .....
Afterhaving put our parliamentary motions on a theoretical
basis which could not be disputed from any quarter, we
thought that now the truth would win by its own inner force.
Thusdiscussion absorbed our best efforts: had we won in the

debate,we were contented, but when the one weak in argu
ments showed himself to be strong in actions we submitted
to it as to an injustice of fate and consoled ourselves with
the thought of being at least right. The whole unfortunate
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policy of resolutions is in a certain way the result of this con
fusion of science and politics."

A contemporary account, rendered by the liberal writer
Michael Straight after the congressional elections of 1942,
expresses the same melancholy recognition of this inherent
quality of the liberal mind: "Again we are failing. We have
leamed almost nothing from our previous failures. We are as
confused, as isolated, as unorganized as we ever were. We are
as willing to sit on the fence and lecture to the grasshoppers
about our superior 'objectivity' as we ever were. We are as
willing to become again the kept opposition of an outwom
but ruthless system as we ever were. We stand now in grave
danger of failing again. Millions may pay the price for our
final failure."

This scientific element has become the dominating m..ode
gf politi cal thought in the Western worlQ.rWhere, in times
past, the irrationallust for pO\VP.Tp11T<mpCI Us violent gaI1l.e,
now reason would rei n su reme throu h the medium of the

po lbca sClentist, the economist, the sociologist, the psy
chologist, etc. This political philosophy thus ends__lI.!..a scien
tific theory of šbciety where politics has, at best. a plac..e.asJhe
evil finally overcome. This mode of thought has permeated
tbe thinking of friend and foe alike. Whereas the conserva
tive of the modem age tums to the historie past and expects
from the science of history tbe answer to the riddle of the
present, tbe liberal sees in history only a process througb
whicb reason realizes itself in time and space. The scientific
approach is common to both. for the liberal, science is a
prophesy confirmed by reason;for the conservative, it is tpe
r,evelation of tbe past confirmed by experience.

Marx, in this respect, proves himself to be a true son of
the nineteenth century when, opposing the utopian socialists
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in the name of science, he endeavors to chart scientifically
the future course of histo in whose final sta e olitics . I

lsappear an be replaced by technical functions. ~1
science aims at combatin the irrationalit of social or ani-. -
zabon t roug rational reform or revolution while liberal
šcience attacks the i norance of the individual . h
e ucation and meets socialis tt i 1

~. Marx simply transfers the liberal confidence in the
rational powers of the individual to the class. The individual
may be mistaken in his interests, the class never. The latter
will aet in terms of its class interests, that is, of reason, once
it knows what its interest is. With respect to the class, there
exists, in other words, a necessary correspondence between
knowledge and action. That is what liberalism assumes with
respect to the individua!.

A critic of the scientific tradition like James Harvey Robin
son remains within this same tradition when he wants science
to become more scientific than it is. "How are mankinds

guides and instructors," he asks, "to modernize their outlook
in such a way as to free scientific inte11igence from the sus
picions which still beset it and assure it the influence to
which it is entitled? This is the supreme problem of our
age." AU the blueprints for the good society, the perfect gov
ernment, the more abundant life, hdve in this scientific atti
tude their inteUectual roots.

Forty years ago, Lester Ward could thus describe the ap
proaching age of science: Legislative bodies "will doubtless
need to be maintained, and every new law should be finally
adopted by a vote of such bodies, but more and more this
willbecome a merely formal way of putting the final sanction
of society on decisions that have been carefully worked out
in what may be called the sociologicallaboratory. Legislation
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will consist in a series of exhaustive experiments on the part
of true scientific sociologists and sociological inventors work
ing on the problems of social physics from the practical point
of view. It will undertake to solve not only questions of gen
eral interest to the State .... but questions of socialimprove
ment, the amelioration of the condition of all the people, the
removal of whatever privations may still remain, and the
adoption of means to the positive increase of the social wel
fare, in short the organization of human happiness." Robert
S. Lynd's Knowledge for What? is, in our day, a perfect ex
ample of this mode of thought. When Alvin H. Hansen in
his Fiscal Policy and the Business Cyc1e analyzes the inherellt
weaknesses of our economic system and the economic crises
inevitably resulting therefrom, his main contribution to the
political problem of reform consists in the call for more in
telligent action, the "bold sodal engineering" of sdentist
philosophy. According to Ferdinand Lundberg, the solution
of the problem of the freedom of the press consists in "put
ting the press into the hands of scientific-minded personnel
who will operate in accordance with values laid down by
boards of public-minded men of the highest calibre."

frofessor Gallup invents"the new science of public opin
ion measurement." When Karl Mannheim searches for the

principles upon which the reconstruction of man and society
could be based, his scholarship culminates in all elaborate
suggestion for sodal planning. For him as well as for George
B. Galloway scientific planlling is the answer to all sodal
problems of our time. ".The twentieth cent~y:' says the
latter, "is certainly the Plan Age." "The problems of plan
ning in America embrace all the problems of human relations
in a modem industrial society."

Rare, indeed, is the social scientist who will say, as Bernard
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G1ueck did a few years ago with regard to the prob1em of
alcoholism: "It is difficult not to be somewhat amused by
this genera1 tendency to put a11faith in more research as thc
solution."

ldentification ot Ethics, Science, and Politics

This intellectua1 trend not on1y made politics merge in
science, it a1so led to the identification of science with ethics.
The 1eading thought of the prerationalist age conceived of
the convergence of ethics and po1itics as an ultimate possibi1
ity, a goa1 to be reached through the unceasing aspiration of
the individua1 for virtue. For a sophist 1ike Thrasymachus
there was no possibi1ity of convergence at all since the po1it
ical sphere was governed exc1usive1y by the rules of thc
political.art of which ethica1 evaluation was a mere ideolog
ical by-product. For a rea1ist like Machiavelli convergence
waspossible only as an accident, if what was required by the
rulesof the po1itica1 art-the primary concern of the po1itica1
actor-happened to coincide with what was required by the
rules of ethics. On1y for nineteenth-century thought is
the identity of ethics and po1itics more than a remote possibi1
ity to be achieved at best by the virtuous few; it is an actuality
of our dai1y experience wherever po1itica1 action conforms to
the findings of science. Conformity with the abstract 10gica1
sequences of a rationa1 scientific scheme is the first polit
ical and ethica1 postu1ate of this phi10sophy. The political
polemic takes on the qualities of a scientific disputation. ln
consistency in politics-that is, deviation from the ratióriai
scheme-is not on1y po1itically unsound but a1so ethically
~mnab1e. Thus the scientific solution of a po1itica1 prob

lem implies a positive ethica1 judgment. The scientifically
correct, hence po1itically sound, solution is of necessity the
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one required by ethics. The morally wrong cannot be Bolit
ically right. ~ingerity-that is. harmony between motive and
action-and consistency-that is, harmony between the ele
merrts of a chain of thoughts or actions-become the highest
values of ethics, science, and politics alike.

-X-political conflict resolves itself not only in a scientific
controversy but also in an ethical antagonism, and the polit
ical opponent becomes a scientific and ethical opponent as
well. Yet the liberal will feel the full measure of his superior
ity only when he can prove to the world and to himself the
righteousness of his position and the moral baseness of the
enemy who must be punished for his crimes. In this, the lib
eral is entirely sincere, and it is exactly this sincere belief in
the unquestionable justice of his cause, these profoundly
serious convictions, unmarred by even the shadow of a doubt,
this complete absence of cynical design, which distinguishes
the liberal from other political types and makes him a little
bit of a Don Quixote on the political scene. Gladstone, Wil
son, and Briand, for instance, bear the unmistakable marks
of this quality.

It is this political type which Lord Morley must have had
in mind when he wrote of the consequences for England of
Carlyle's "poetised utilitarianism, or illumined positivity."
"Dne might suppose," says he, "from the tone of opiniol1
among us, not only that the difference between right and
wrong marks the most important aspect of conduct, which
would be true; but that it marks the only aspect of it that
exists, or that is worth considering, which is most profoundly
false. Nowhere has Puritanism done us more hanu than in

thus leading us to take all breadth, and colour, and diversity,
and fine discrimination, out of our judgments of men, re
ducing them to thin, narrow, and superficial pronouncements
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upon the letter of their morality, or the precise conformity
of their opinions to accepted standards of truth, religious or
other. Among other evils which it has inflicted, this inability
to conceive of conduct except as either right or wrong, and,
correspondingly in the intellectual order, of teaching except
as either true or false, is at the bottom of that fatal spirit of
parti-pris which has led to the rooting of so much injustice,
disorder, immobility, and darkness in English intelligence.
No excess of morality, we may be sure, has followed this ex
cessiveadoption of the exclusively moral standard ..... We
have simply got for our pains a most unlovely leanness of
judgment, and ever since the days when this tem per set in
until now, when a wholesome rebellion is afoot, it has steadily
and powerfullY tended to straiten character, to make action
mechanical, and to impoverish art."

Lost Teachings oi History

~om this triple identification of the political, scientific,
and ethical stems the enormous self-confidence and conceit

~thwhich libelalism gives its adherents int~llectual securi!y
~nd a good conscience. Were its followers unsuccessful in
polibcs, they still were convinced of being "right" in both
the intellectual and ethical sense; and it could only be be
cause of the particular wickedness of the enemy, the irra
tionality of political interference, and the ignorance of man
kind in general that they failed. Therefore, th.ey nevel leam
fromhistory. For them, histor is im ortant only as confirma
lion o , or eVla Ion from, the rationa sc eme with w~ch
Theyapproach the political reality. "There is," says Harold J.
Laskiof the liberals, "no sense of the historical element in

politics.Variety of fact is not allowed to disturb their desire
for ample and simple conclusions." History, therefore, has
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provided them in the main with false analogies but has
taught them nothing. What Cad L. Beeker has said of the
eighteenth-century philosophers is true of their nineteenth
and twentieth-eentury heirs: "The eighteenth eentury Phi
losophers, like the medieval seholasties, he1dfast to a revealed
body of knowledge, and they were unwi11ingand unable to
learn anything from history whieh eould not .... be reeon
eiled with their faith."

This phi1osophy reeognizes only two forees determining
.the historie proeess: r~eason,and unreason ..es its eounter
part. {t eoneeives of the h~orie proeess as a stru~le be
.tWeenthose two forees with reason steadily gaining ground
and eertain of ultimate vietory. ~eason, however, by- its
very nature, is not itself a produet of the historie proe
ess. It ~ one and the same regardless of time and plaee. !!is
before and above a11history. Hlstory eannot add to or de
tract from reason; it provides only a sueeession of experienees
whieh give man the opportunity to found the dominion of
reason over human affairs. That we ean speak of historie
development at a11is due only to the failure of man to make
fu11use of this opportunity. When history, on the one hand,
is the seene of reason's mareh to vietory, it is, on the other,
the seene of the revolt of ignoranee and wiekedness against
the supremaey of reason. Without this revolt there would be
no history at a11."It ought always to be remembered," said
Mr. Justice Holmes, "that historie eontinuity with the past
is not a duty, it is onlya neeessity." Yet, eonfronted with the
realization of this neeessity, the nineteenth-eentury mind is
given only to expressing its moral indignation and to reaffirm
ing its belief in the powers of reason. For the understanding
of the autonomous forees whieh engender historie neeessity
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in their own right and not as a mere deviation from reason,
thereis no place in this philosophy of history.

Therefore, the adherents of this political school never
learn from their failures. They have an inveterate tendency
to stick to their assumptions and to suffer constant defeat
fromexperience rather than to change their assumptions in
the light of contradicting facts. Instead of inducing them to
r~se theory and practice in the light of their experience,
failureonly calls forth a renewed ffor' . II the
samemeans. ..,.1ncethev are ri~ht, they have only to tryagain;
and once the wicked enemies are destroyed, the irrational
proceduresof politics are transformed into the rationality of
technicalfunctions, and education has had its enIightening
effectupon the good blit ieUorant, they are bonnd to Sllccee(l,
, The history of modem intemational thought in particular
isinthe main the history of this sterility of the modem mind.
What Rousseau said of the Abbé de Saint-Pierre is true of

thiswhole trend of intemational thought: "He figured out
llicelythat one only needed to convoke a conference and
proposethe articles of his plan: that they would be signed
and everything would be in order. Let us agree that in all
projectsthis honest man saw quite well the effect of things
oncethey had been established; but he was like a child in
judgingthe means to establish them." All the schemes and
devicesby which great humanitarians and shrewd politicians
endeavoredto reorganize the relations between states on the
basisof law, have failed to stand the trial of history. Instead
ofaskingwhether the devices were adequate to the problems
whichthey were supposed to solve, the intemationalists take
theappropriatenessof the devices for granted and blame the
factsfor the failure. "When the facts behave otherwise than

wehavepredicted," they seem to say, "too bad for the facts."
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Not unlike the sorcerers of primitive ages, they attempt to
exorcise social evils by the indefatigable repetition of magic
formulas. As it was said of Briand, they act like St. Louis
while it is necessary to act like Talleyrand.

With wearying monotony, unperturbed by failure and un
affectedby criticism, this philosophy, since its very inception,
has offered the same remedies and advanced the same argu
ments. Hume and many after him realized that rationalism
is unable to solv~the problems of religion and ethics. :!3ur~,
Goethe, and the Romantics realized that ratio lism is n

able to so ve the problem of history..~lliam Graham SU!ll
ner realized that rationalism is unable to solve the roblem of

s~y. n our ay, ,einho!d:NiebJ!!1r has repudiated the
claims of rationalism in7iTI ltS manifestations, and Altred
North Whitehead has called upon rationalism to "transce~d
itšeTtb recurrence to tne concrete in search of ins ir tion."

Yet, as ar as t e modem climate of opinion is concemed,
those think~rs might as well never have recorded any of their
thoughts. Similarly, Rousseau's polemic against the Abbé de
Saint-Pierre contains all the principal arguments which may
be advanced against the rationalist position in intemational
affairs. Yet one looks in vain for any influence of Rousseau's
trenchant criticism upon the succeeding development of
intemational thought. To this development we shall tum
now.
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CHAPTER III
THE REPUDIATION OF POLITICS

WH1LE domestic liberalism converted public opinionin the eighteenth century and conquered the political
institutions of the Western world during the nineteenth, it
was not before the end of the Napoleonic Wars that im
portant sectors of public opinion demanded the application
of liberal principles to international affairs. And it was not
before the turn of the century that the Hague Peace Confer
ences made the fi.rstsystematic attempt at establishing the
reignof liberalism in the international field. Yet only the end
of the first W orld \\1ar saw in the Lea u . e

triump of liberalism on the international scene.
Two streams oI thou ht made thlS deve10pment ossible.

~ originate 111 t e rationa1ist p i osop Y o t e seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries and brought the principles
of this philosophy directly to bear on the problems of inter
national relations. It is significant, pointing to a more than
coincidentalrelationship between the philosophy of rational
ism and modern international thought, that the two men
whomwe recognize as pioneers of the philosophy of reason
in the sodal sphere, G.!.<;>.ti!lland the Ó-pbé de Saint-Pierre,
arealso the two great~nitiators of this intellectual deve1op
ment. Its influence remained, during the whole eighteenth
century,in the realm of pure thought, giving rise to abstract
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systems of intemationallaw and to Utopian blueprints for
the perfect intemational society. Only after it had joined the
other stream of thought, represented in the political experi
ence of domestic liberalism, were the theory and practice of
modem foreign policy bom.

After rationalist philosophy, in its liberal manifestation,
had passed successfully its domestic trial, the general idea of
extending those same principles to the intemational field was
transformed into a concrete political program to be put to
the test of actual realization. Now the promoters of liberal
foreign policy found, in philosophers like Grotius, in re
formers like the Abbé de Saint-Pierre, theoretical confirma
tion and practical support of their aims. It is important to
keep in mind the dual intellectual source of this foreign pol
icy and the preponderance of the domestic experience of a
triumphant liberalism. For here lies the clue to the under
standing of the theoretical and practical approach of the
modem mind to the intemational sphere; of the conception
it has developed of the nature of intemational relations; of
the means it has suggested for the solution of international
problems; of the failures which have followed its every step
on the intemational scene; and of the final disaster which has
threatened its very survival in the domestic field as well.

What, then, is the liberal conception of foreign affairs?
What are the means by which liberalism endeavors to master
intemational relations? What is the essence of liberal for

eign policy?

Foreign Policy without Politics

Thucydides, Machiavelli, Richelieu. H~milton or Dis
raeii would conceive the nature of intemational olitics as

an unending strugg e__or survival an Eower. It is true that,
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evenbefore modem internationalthought entered the field,
this conceptibn of international affairs was under constant
attack. From the Church Fathers to the anti-Machiavellian

writersof the eighteenth century, international poHtics was
made the object of moral condemnation. But modem inter
national thought goes further. It denies not only the moral
valueof political ower which roves nothing as over a ainst
tbe rationa values of truth and justice; lt enies. i not the
veryexistence of power olitics as a matter of fact, at least its
orgamc an mevlta e connection with the Hfe of man in
society. l<'rancisBacon only prophesied that the empire of
manover nature would replace the empire of man over man.
For the leading international thought of the nineteenth
century',this prophecy had come true. "Nations," said Ben
tham, "are associates and not rivals in the grand social enter
prise." This concept of international affairs found in Her
bert Spencer's philosophy its systematic development, in
Wilson's foreign policy its most consistent and consequen
tialrealization.

The relations between nations are not essentiall~f
ferent from the relations between individuals; they are
only relations between individuals on a wider scale. "Tbe
intercourse between communities," said Cobden in his
speechon the arbitration motion in June, 1849, "is not more
than the intercourse of individuals in the aggregate." And
sincethe relations between individuals are essent 11 e C

ful, orderly, an rationa, there is no reason why relations
~etweennations should be different. C~onsequently,relations
between individuals should serve as the model for interna
tTclDalrelatlons, which should be assimilated to the former

nntil all differences between both will have disappeared.'
"We are at the beginning of an age," said Wilson in his mes-
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sageto Congress on April2, 1917, "in which it will be insisted
that the same standards of conduct and of responsibility for
wrong done sha11be observed among nations and their gov
ernments that are observed among the individual citizens of
civilized states."

Aslong as the remnants of the feudal age still make foreign
policy their playground, domestic policy should at least take
precedence over foreign affairs, especia11ythe financial re
sources of the nations should be used to improve the former
and not to further the latter. The opposition of the British
liberals, under Cobden and Bright, to the Palmerstonian
concept of foreign policy and of British hberalism in general
to any active colonial policy as such; the conflicts between
German liberalism and Bismarck, at least before 1866; the
traditional reluctance of liberal parties, a11over the world, to
vote for military expenditures-a11 these have their inte11ec
tual roots in the_samepredominant interest in domestic poli
cies and a corresponding lack of concern with foreign affairs.

The emphasis upon domestic policies to the detriment of
foreign affairshas an old and, from the view of the latter, un
successful tradition. Plato maintained that the question
of power was irrelevant for the evaluation of the state,
and advocated apragmosyne, that is, inactivity in foreign
affairs,renunciation of foreign pohcy altogether. "The essen
tial thing for every citizen," said Rousseau, "is the observa
tion of the domestic laws, private property, and personal
security. As long as everything is a11right with regard to those
three issues, let the authorities negotiate and deal with the
foreign powers; the dangers to be most afraid of do not come
from this direction." Léon Blum's dec1aring, in 1932, that
"the more danger there is in the world, the more necessary it
is to disarm"; and the British labor party's opposing rearma-
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ment as late as 1938, both remain within the same intel
lectual and political tradition.

ln its practical attitudes toward international problems no
less than in its theoretical attempts to comprehend the
nature of foreign affairs, this school of thought proceeds as
though the political element did not exist or wge, ~t,
~n accidental attribute of international relations, bound to
disappear in the near future. "For politics, you know, I do
not care," wrote the future statesman Wilhelm von Bum
boldt to Goethe from Paris in 1798. "At some future elec

tion," said Cobden, "we may probably see the test 'no foreign
politics' applied to those who offer to become the representa
tives of free constituencies." Paul S. Reinsch reports that
"when Portugal became a republic, the proposal was made to
abolish all diplomatic posts and have the international
business of Portugal administered by consuls. That would
eliminate politics from foreign relations." ln our days the
opposition to an active foreign policy is justified by the
urgency of domestic problems.

Liberalism was led to this attitude by its domestic experi
ence. It had come to identify the as iration for ower over
man, which is the essence o politics, with the particular
manifestation of this lust for domination, which was parl.of
its historie experience, that is, the domination of the middl.e

classesby the aristocracy. Conse~uentIY, it identified opposit,ion to aristocratic politics Wlt hostility against any kind
of politics. On the other hand, ,the middle classes developed
a system of indirect domination which replaced the military
method of open violence with the invisible chains of eco
nomic dependence and which hid the very existence of
power relations behind a network of seemingly equalitarian
legal rules. Liberalism was unable to see the political nature
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of these intellectualized relations which seemed to be essen

tially different from what had gone, so far, under the name of
politics and, therefore, identified politics in its aristocratic,
that is, open and violent form, with politics as such. The
struggle, then, for political power-in domestic as well as
in international affairs-was only a historical accident, coin
cident with autocratic government and bound to disappear
when the latter would go. The attempts, in the domestic
field, to reduce the political functions to technical ones and
the international policy of nonintervention as conceived and
practiced by some of the early and most of the latter-day
liberals were only two manifestations of the same aspiration:
the reduction of the traditionally political sphere to a mini
mum and its ultimate disappearance. T1!e foreign policy of
nonintervention was the liberal principle of laisser faire,
t~ansferredto the international scene; and the optimistic
trust in the liarmonizing power of th~_~~_l!rseof events,"
the "natural development," and the "la1Ys..QtJ1atu]"e"wa~the
justification of both domest~ and international iner!ia ..

Pacifist Liberalism

It follows necessarily from this general conception of inter
national politics that liberalism is essentially pacifist and
hostile to war as the outstanding and most consequential
manifestation of the lust for power in the international field.
War has always been abhorred as a scourge, but within the
political philosophy of liberalism this abhorrence takes on a
novel meaning. In ancient times and in the Middle Ages,
war was regarded as an evil which, with the inevitability of a
natural catastrophe, destroys material values and human
lives. Not only does liberalism stand in horror of the grue
some spectacle of war, not only does it condemn war as a
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moral outrage; it also, and primarily, argues against war as
against something irrational, unreasonable, an aristocratic
,eastime or totalitarian atavism which has no place in a ra
~~nalworld. War is essentially a thing of the past. It belongs,
according to Herbert Spencer, to the age of militarism and
will,of necessity, become obsolete in our industrial civiliza
tion "in which men can appease their greedy instincts by the
productive investment of capital." Hence war is "dead" and
"impossible." War does not solve anything. War does not
pay.It is an unproductive investment; it is, as Eméric Crucé
recognized as early as the seventeenth century, "without
profit." Nobody has ever won a war. War is "The Great
lllusion." "There never was," as Benjamin Franklin wrote
to Josiah Quincy on September 17, 1773, "a good war or a
badpeace." Even Wellington's remark that "there is nothing
worse than winning a war except losing it" contains an
element of this rationalist pacifism.

1t the basis of this conception there is 'again the domestic
el'perienceof liberalism. Liberal philosophy, unaware of the
limited character of this experience, gave it a universal
meaning and transplanted it to the international scene. ','It
is the essence of Liberalism," says L. T. Hobhouse, "to op
posethe use of force, thc basis of all tyranny." The middle
dasseshave an innate aversion to violent action. For them,
organizedviolence is the dreaded enemy. The occupations of
the middle classes are primarily of a commercial or a pro
fessionalnature, whereas their historie enemies, the aristoc
racy,were brought up in the tradition of the use of arms.
Whenever a decision between the middle classes and the

aristocracydepended upon the use of arms, the aristocracy
hadthe initial advantage. Even in the daily life of individuals,
thissuperiority was a constant temptation for the aristocrats
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to deprive the middle c1assesof the fruits of their labor by
violent means and thus was a constant threat to the survival
and economic welfare of the members of the middle c1asses.

The latter came to experience in violence the negation of all
the values which they cherished; and they put the stigma of
immorality and irrationality on its use. And irrational it
actually is from the standpoint of the philosophical, social,
and economic systems which the middle c1assesdeveloped.

These systems are founded upon a mechanical interplay of
natural forces, which is subject to calculable rational laws.
Peace is a necessary condition for the functioning of these
systems and for the realization of their goal, which is the
domination of nature by human reason. From the standpoint
of those systems, organized violence indeed does not pay; it
cannot solve any of their problems; and there is nothing to
be won by using it. "A war in the midst of different trading
nations," Diderot noticed, "is a fire disadvantageous to all'
It is a process which threatens the fortune of a great merchant
and makes his debtors tum pa1e." According to Kant, "the
commercial spirit cannot co-exist with war."

"Panic in the Funds, and great fluctuations," noted John
Bright in his diaries during the Crimean War. "War disturbs
everything. It has destroyed the session, and wi1lgreatly in
jure, if not disgrace the country ..... Our carpet trade griev
ously injured by War raising price of tow [flax]." A typical
example of this mode of thought is to be found almost a
century and a half before in the Spectator's characterization
of Sir Andrew Freeport: "He is acquainted with commerce
in all its parts; and wi1l tell you that it is a stupid and bar
barous way to extend domin ion by arms; for true power is to
be got by arts and industry. I have heard him prove, that dili
gence makes more lasting acquisitions than valor, and that
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sloth has ruined more nations than the sword. He .... says
that England may be richer than other kingdoms by as plain
methods as he himself is richer than other men ..... There

isa way of managing an argument, which is made use of by
statesand communities, when they draw up a hundred thou
sand disputants on each side, and convince one another by
dint of sword. A certain great monarch was so sensible of his
strength in this way of reasoning, that he writ upon his great
guns-ratio ultima regum. 'The logic of kings'; but Cod be
thanked, he is now pretty well buffied at his own weapons.
When one has to do with a philosopher of this kind, one
shouldremember the old gentleman's saying, who had been
engagedin an argument with one of the Roman emperors.
Upon his friends telling him, that he wondered he would
giveup the question when he had visibly the better of the
dispute; 'I am neverashamed,' says he, 'to be confuted by
onewho is master of fifty legions.' "

There is no lace for violence in a rational s stem of 50

ciety.It is therefore a vita -practica as well as intellectual
concernof the middle classes to avoid outside interference,
.especiallyviolent interference, with the delicate mechanics
Qf the social and economic system, Which stands for the
rationalityof the world at large. By elevating this concern to
aphilosophicaland political postulate of absolu te validity, lib
eralismoverlooked the singularity as well as the exceptional
characterof the experience in which it originated. For the
absenceof organized violence during long periods of history
is, in domestic no less than in international relations, the
exceptionrather than the rule.

Furthermore, liberalism is on safe ground when it opposes
violencein the domestic field; for there it has replaced to a
considerabledegree domination by actual violence with a
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system of indirect domination, originating in the particular
needs of the middle cIassesand giving them the advantage in
the struggle for political power. International politics, how
ever,has never outgrown the "preliberal" stage. Even where
legal reIations hide relations of power, 20wer is to be unger
stood in terms of violence. actual and potential; and potential
violence tends here always to turn into actual warfare. The
~lstinction between the latter and peace is not one of ess~e
but of degree; it is one of alternative choices. not of excIusive
preference, among different means in the pursuit of power.
Tbe development toward a sharp distinction between inter
national war and peace, which in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries seemed to equate the international to
the domestic situation, was of a superficial, technical nature,
concomitant with changing methods of warfare and interna
tional politics in general, and did not affect the ever present
threat of actual violence, which in the international sphere is
inherent in what is called a state of peace.

Liberals are unaware of this fundamental difference be

tw~en domestic and international politics in the liberal era.
They mistake the increasing definiteness of the distinction
between war and peace for a general development toward
.peaceand away from war. Deceived by the apparent similar
ity between international and domestic peace during this
era and transferring their domestic experience to the interna
tional scene, they equate the distinction between war and
peace to the one between autocratic violence and liberal
rationality. Thus liberalism detached the specific techniques
it had developed as instruments of its domestic domination,
such as legal pledges, judicial machinery, economic transac
tions, from their political substratum and transferred them as
self-sufficiententities, devoid of their original political func-
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tions, to the international sphere. Charles H. McIlwain has
saidof the doctrine of laisser faire that it was "surely one of
the strangest fantasies that ever discredited human reason."
Hs application to international affairs led to catastrophic
resuIts. Liberalshad brought themselves to see in violence
the absoltii:eevil and were thus prevented by their moral con
~s from using violence where the use of violence was
~uired by the rules of the game. ~h~J9~ht their interp.a
tionalbattles with wea2on~_whichhad been effectiy~~i!lst
thedomestÍcenem:yunder the conditions_of.domestic poli:
tics. 'l'aken out of their proper political context and trans
ferred to the international arena where violence reigns su
preme, those weapons became wooden swords, playthings
conveyingto political children the illusion of arms.

But liberal condemnation of war is absolute only in the
ethical and philosophical sphere and with respect to the uIti
mate political goal. In immediate political application, this
condemnation is qualified and holds true only for wars which
are opposed or irrelevant to liberal aims. Thus, aristocratic
andtotalitarian wars are necessarily to be condemned. When,
on the other hand, the use of arms is intended to bring the
blessingsof liberalism to peoples not yet enjoying them or to
protect them against despotic aggression, the just end may
justify means otherwise condemned. Hence, wars for na
tional u!!ification and wars against despotic governments are
the legitimate wars of liberalism. }'heir legitimacy derives
directly from the rationalistic premises of liberal political
philosoph . For the two main manifestations of unreason,
~rried over from eu alism to the liberal age, are destroyed
when eo les belon in to the same nation are freed from

foreign domination and when espotic tovernmeT!h every

wh~reare replaced by democratic ones.
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"No peace can last, or ought to last," decIared Wilson in
his messageto the Senate on January 22, 1917, "which does
not recognize and accept the principle that Governments
deriveaI1their just powers from the consent of the governed,
and that no right anywhere exists to hand peoples about
from potentate to potentate as if they were property." Re
ferring to "the principles which call for self-government for
aI1nations on the democratic basis of free and unfettered

elections everywhere," the New York Times of June 7, 1946,
stated: "If these principles were appIied in eastern Europe
as they have been in the West, and if border issues were
settled by the free choice of the peoples involved, most of the
problems now deIaying peace would disappear." When all--:-
nations are united under their own governments and all
governments are subject to democratic control, war wi11have
Is>stits rational justification. ~eason wi11reign and make wars
impossible. For the reign of reason in international affairs
wilI make impossible those fundamental conflicts for the
s_olutionof which it would be reasonable to wage war, and
reason wi11 rovide instrumentalities b which the remaining
con lctScan be settled peacefully. T.he war for national uni
fication and for "makin the world safe for democracf' is
t en III eed, as Wilson put it in his message to Congress on
January 8, 1918, the "culminating and final war for human
liberty," the '~ar,'1 the "war to end war." In the light of
this analysis,those Wilsonian slogans reveal themselves to be
more than a cIever propagandistic device; t~ey are the ~-

,ressionof an eschatological hope deeplv imbedde_d iILthe
v.eryfoundations of liberal foreign policy.

The same eschatological hope, based upon the same in
tellectual procedure, is to be found in the Marxian concep-
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tion of the revolutionary war which will do away with the
classwar and with the intemational war arising from it, once
and forever. When Marxism demonstrates that the universal

triumph of socialism is a precondition of permanent peace, it
appliesthe liberal categories to intemational affairs.As a mat
ter of principle, socialism is opposed to war as such. In polit
ical practice this opposition is qualified and put into effect
onlywith respect to the imperialistic wars of capitalism. The
socialistwar against capitalism, however, is justified. Aristo
cratic govemment as the somce of all evil is replacecf1)y
cápltahsm, ~nd the universal destruction of capitalism is
takento mean the end of evil itseJf. While liberalism expects
the disappearance of war from the uniformity of govem
ments aftér the pattem of democratic nationalism, Marxism
connects the same hope with the universal acceptance of the
,sOcialistpattem. "In proportion as the exploitation of one
individual by another is put an end to," proclaims the Com-
munist Manifesto, "the exploitation of one nation by an
other will also be put an end to. In proportion as the antag
onismbetween classes within the nation vanishes, the hos
tilityof one nation to another will come to an end." l)e very
ideaof world revolution as the final stru le to end all stru 

g es,na luna an intemational, is in its unhistoric abstract
I,1essthe perfect counterpart of the national and democratic
warsand revolutions, whose successful conclusion will bring
about lasting peace.

Democratic N ationa1ism

There is deep significance and inner necessity in Wilson's
beingthe outstanding example of liberalism in foreign affairs
andat the same time the standard bearer of those slogans to
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realize which the peacemakers of Versailles and Saint-Ger
main dedicated their main efforts. And their subsequent self
righteousness and inertia, as weIl as their moral indignation at
any reappearance of the beIligerent spirit, had their main
source in the sincere belief that with the organization ofEu
rope into national states under democratic governments every
reasonable cause for war would disappear. Due to the sap1e
misconception of foreign affairs, the liberal statesmen of

., western Europe were inteIlectuaIly and moraIly unable to
resist German expansion as long as it appeared to be justified
-as in the cases of Austria and the Sudetenland-j:>y the holy
principles of national unificatioE. S~nce these were the very
same principles, eternaIly trne and universaIly valid, in which
the liberal statesmen beIieved and for which their prede~es
sors had fought, they dld not see how they could weIl oppose
them when others invoked them in their own behalf.

"Self-determination, the professed principle of the Treaty of
Versailles," wrote the London Tirnes with obvious pride on
September 28,1938, immediately after the Czechoslovakian
crisis, "has been invoked by Herr HitIer against its written
text, and his appeal has been aIlowed."

For the same ideological reason the liberal statesmen hesi
tated to make common cause in international affairs with

nations which did not seem entirely to meet the liberal
standards. "Our political and phiIosophical fetishism ....
requests," Georges Suarez stated of French foreign policy be
tween the two world wars, "that the community of aspira
tions and ideas prevail over the community of interests. Some
of our leftists and other politicians are Anglophile today and
they were Germanophile yesterday, exclusively according to
the political party or group being in power in Berlin or
London. " ., Thus, Germany no longer interests some of
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our socialists since she has fallen into tbe hands of the

junkers and generals. Yet, let tomorrow the socialist Her
mann Mueller return to power and Léon Blum will be moved
again and again by the German tragedy." Why should men
fight for a "hybrid" and "absurd" conglomeration of nation
alities like the Czechoslovakian state, or for a "slave state"
like Ethiopia? How could they make an alliance with a dic
tatorship like Russia? They would fight for democracy, yes.
But was England a real democracy? And was not Pilsudski
Poland one of the worst dictatorships on earth? They even
felt duty-bound to lend active support to foreign interests
when-as in the case of the so-called "injustices of Versailles"
-the principles of libera( nationalism could be invoked in
their behalf.

Logical deductions from abstract rational principles re
placed in the liberal era the ra matic decision of olitical
lssuesaccor m to t e mcrease or decrease in oliti I ower

to e expect~d.. Political weapons were, transformed into
absolute truths. Thus, in the domestic field, the idea of de
mocracyby ;hichthe rising middle class justified its quest
Or olitical ower lost its concrete olitical functi

,survivedas an a .stract po itica palQsophy ~hich confines
itself to claimin e ual o ortuni for eve bod owerful

~ weakalike, and, ll}ore~articularly. to postilbting thp.ll]1i
v~rsalright tó vote and to be elected. In its abstract formalism
!t does not see that democracy, as any other political svs~m,
functions only under certain intellectual, moral, and social
conditions and that the unqualified principle nf m~jority
~akes democracy defeIíseless against its enemies, who will
!!sethe democratic processes in order to._destro~ them. Free
dom of speech, ongmally a prTnciple by which religious and
politicalminority groups tried to secure independence from
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state interEerence,outgrew its political origin and belongs
todayexc1usive1yto the sphere oEnatural rights which ought
to be enjoyedby everybody within and without the national
Erontiers,even by the Eoe who c1aimsthe right only in order
to beable to monopolize it. Freedom of the press, originating
as a political weapon against the powerful and transformed
into an abstract, unpolitical principle, now becomes a pro
tective device of the powerful against control and competi
tion. While in the nineteenth century tl].e idea of the com
Ton good was understood in terms of the interests of the
middle c1assesas over against an aristocratic minority, it is
now interpreted as an abstract principle available to every
body and particularly to minorities which, by invoking it, try
to forestall those very reforms which in the nineteenth
century the middle c1assescould identify with the common
good. When the Spanish Republic attempted, a hundred
-yearslate, to realize some of the liberal reforms against the
opposition of a feudalistic minority, the philosopher Ortega
y Gasset could invoke the abstract principle of the common
good and exclaim: "The Republic exists for everybody."
Since all reforms must be paid for by somebody, all reforms
can now be opposed in the name of the common good, ab
stractly and formalistically conceived.

It was the same confusion between politi cal aim and ra
tional truth which prevented the liberal from opposing polit
ical aims in the international field when liberal principles
were invoked in their support and, on the other hand, from
supporting aspirations not based upon national or demo
cratic principles. Unti1 the downfall of the czarist regime, all
liberals all over the world were invariably opposed to Russi~
and tried to influence the foreign policy of their countries
correspondingly. Conversely, the German and especially the
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Prussian conservatives, during the first decades of the Ger
man Empire, supported a foreign policy friendly to Russia
because Russia was the most conservative of the Great

Powers,whereas the German liberals during the same period
favored an Anglophile foreign policy, for Great Britain was
then the symbol of a parliamentary monarchy. Throughout
the nineteenth century, American, British, and German lib
eralswere deeply attached to the cause of Italian, Hungarian,
and Polish nationalism. "What has decided me definitely for
Poland, on the basis of my latest studies of Polish history,"
wrote Marx to Engels, "is the historical fact that all revolu
tions since 1789 measure their intensity and vitality pretty
accurately by their conduct toward Poland. Poland is their
'external' thermometer."

LnFrance, the decree of armed propaganda of Novembe"f]18, 1792, is the first manifestation of liberalism in forei€:1!...\
affairs. "The National Convention declares in the name of
the French nation that it shall accord fraternity and aid to all
peoples who want to recover their liberty, and charges the
executive power with giving to the generals the orders neces
saryto bring aid to those peoples and to defend the citizens
who are or might be persecuted for the cause of liberty." On
June 4, 1793, the Convention declared that "the French na
tion is the friend and natural ally of the free nations," a
declaration which was confirmed by Article 118 of the Mon
tagnard Constitution. Under the ministry of Casimir Périer,
in 1831, a revolt broke out in Paris because the government
did not give assistance to the Polish insurgents. After 1848,
France was swayed by a wave of enthusiasm in favor of the
Hungarian patriots. Michelet proclaimed as the mission of
France "the deliverance of the other nations," and he, as well
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as Victor Hugo and George Sand, dreamed of establishing a
universalrepublic through national revolutions.

Palmerstonian interventionism and the "Bulgarian Atroc
ities" campaign in 1879, which led to Gladstone's over
throw of the DisraeIi cabinet, iIlustrate the practical applica
tion of this liberal falIacy. It should be noted that Cobden,
transferring the Manchester principle of laisser faire to inter
national politics, did not share this falIacy and opposed it
consistently in Palmerston's foreign policy. "I think," said
Cobden in one of his speeches, "as a corporate body, as a
political community, if we can manage to do what is right
and true and just to each other-if we can manage to carry
that at home, it wiIl be about as much as we can do. I do nQi
!hink I am responsible for seeing right and truth and justice
carried out alI over the world."

The foreign policy of the Comintern, based upon an
ideological alIiance with Communists everywhere, is another
example of the same misconception; and its complete failure,
from the point of view both of international communism
and of Russian national interests, proves again the practical
impossibility of founding a successful foreign policy upon
ideological affinities rather than upon a community of polit
ical interests.

In the United States, however, the tradition of noninter
vention, supported by the technical difficulties of effective
intervention, during the nineteenth century prevented pop
ular sympathies from being translated into political action.
France did not lose her traditional common sense completeIy
even during the ideological fervor of the Revolution. On
April13, 1793, Danton opposed the execution of the decree
of November 18, 1792, quoted above, by showing that it
could not be the business of France "to bring aid to some
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patriots who would want to make a revolution in China." It
wasupon his initiative that the Convention amended the
previous decree by declaring that "it would not meddle in
any way in the government of other powers." Even a hun
dred years later, republican France, not yet deprived of her
political instincts, did not hesitate to ally herself with the
absolute monarchy of Russia. As for England, the Congress
ofBerlin had already settled the oriental question in favor of
British imperial interests. Thus, in happy contrast to the
1930'sand 1940's, the liberal fallacy did not then influence
actual foreign po1icy.

ln Germany, Bismarck knew what foreign policy was
about and did not sacrifice Russia's friendship to Polish na
tionalism. Yet it was under his leadership that monarchical
sentimentalism started to influence German foreign policy, a
sentimentalism which, like its liberal counterpart, chose
political associations according to constitutional affinities.
The Treaty of the Triple Alliance of 1882 stated that its aim
was"to fortify the monarchical principles and thereby to re
assurethe unimpaired maintenance of the social and politi cal
orderin their respective states." Bismarck's distrust of Eng
lands foreign po1icyas dependent upon parliamentary con
sent anticipated the anti-British direction of the foreign
policyof Wilhelm II, under whose regime the monarchica1
andantidemocratic ideology became a determining factor in
foreignaffairs. The German foreign policy of this period is
another example of the all-permeating influence of the lib
eralfallacy. Hs victims are not only the liberal parties, prop
erly speaking, but political groups of all denominations,
whosepolitical instincts are no longer strong. The foreign
policyof Wilhelm II simply exchanged the frock coat of the
liberalmerchant for the mummeries of monarchical romanti-
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cism and the ratianallanguage af Manchester liberalism for
the Wagnerian bambast af a decadent divine-right philas
ophy. The essence af the approach to foreign affairs was the
same.Bere and there, there were the same misunderstanding
af internatianal politics and the same principles -OI-~_sso~cia
tian accarding to the affinities af domestic olicies and in
stitutions an not on t e basis of a camm ni of @tlcal

interests. ere an there, a foreign policy based upan, an
unpalitical principle of assaciatian brought upan its pro~ag
anists the same disastrous results.

The decadence of this liberal approach to foreign alliances
becomes obvious by comparison with the principles by which
the preliberal period was guided in this respect. Francis I,
Most Christian King of France, in order to break the su
premacy of the Catholic Emperor Charles V, concluded
allianceswith the Protestant princes of Germany, with Benry
VIII, founder of the Anglican church, and with the Mo
hammedan Sultan Soliman the Magnificent. Richelieu
destroyed Protestantism in France but supported it in the
international field wherever such support would hurt the
Hapsburgs of Austria and Spain. As Hanotaux has well said
of his policy: "France is not the champion of the Catholic

.cause; she is not the champion of the protestant cause." If
preliberal foreign policy disregarded religious affinities, it
was not less uncancerned about the congeniality af domestic
palicies. Mazarin not only maintained the religious mésal
liances af Francis I and Richelieu with a cansistency which
earned him the name af "Turk and Saracen disguised as
priest"; he also supparted Cromwell against the English king
even thaugh his damestic aim was the establishment of the
absolute monarchy under a king who was the nephew of
Charles I of England.
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War

Nationalism and liberalism have been intimate1y asso<;;i
ated ever sinee the Freneh middle classesdestroyed the feudal
state in the name of the Freneh nation and sinee the Napole
onie Wars earried through Europe the idea of nationa1
sovereigntfand solidarity as opposed to feudal oppression.
N'áHona1freedom eame to be regarded as a prerequisite as
well as a eolleetive manifestation of individual freedom. For

the historie experienee of nineteenth-eentury Europe, op
pression of nationallife and of national aspirations by the
aristoeratic rulers became the outstanding example of oppres
sion and, therefore, was largely identified with oppression as
such. National unity and freedom from oppression became
one and the same thing, for the liberal as well as for the
aristocratic rulers of the Holy Alliance. While the German
liberals cried, "Through unity to liberty," Mazzini's flag of
1831bore on one side the words "Unity and Independenee,"
on the other "Liberty, Equality, Humanity." Metternich's
policies, on the other hand, were opposed to the national
movement as a manifestation of democratic tendencies. The
foreign policy of Napoleon III, which favored the national
movement, was ironically called "the diplomacy of universal
suffrage."

The politica1 and legal Rrinciples, originally formulat~d
to support and to guarantee the freedom of the individual,
were applied to the nation. Tbe nation came to be regarded
as a kind of collective ersonality with peculiar characteris
tics and inalienable rights of its own; ap t e typically liberal
antithesis between individual freedom and feudaJistic op
pression was transferred to the nation where it wasduplicat<;d
in the hostility between the national aspirations and the
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feudal state. The nations should be free from o ression,
both fmm within an rom Wlt out..The popular will should
cieCfc:Ie how and by whom the people should be governed,
and the determination of the state to which a eo le should

~e ong, was part of this decision. National revolution as weU
national war could thus be justified.
. The liberal justificabon of war for democracy and against

despotism originated even more directly in the domestic ex
perience of liberalism. The physiocrats believed that the
princes could be persuaded to see the light of reason and
that nations, regardless of their form of government, could
then live peacefully together. Since Rousseau and Kant, who
had been preceded by Spinoza, liberal thought has regarded
the universality of democratic or republican governments as a
prerequisite to permanent peace. By the end of the eight
eenth century, the feudal state in its domestic activity had
become the symbol and incarnation of aU that is despotic,
unreasonable, and prone to violence in this world; whereas
the people, by their very nature, were regarded as being in
clined to reason and peace. "1.!teadfast concert for peace,"
declared Wilson in his message to Congress on April2, 1917,
"can never be maintained except by a partnership of delUo
~ratic nations. No autocratic government could be trusted tg
keep faith within it or observe its covenants. It mUMbe a
league of honor, a partnership of opinion. lntrigue would eat
Íts vitals away; the plottings of inner circles who could plan
wnat they would and render account to no one would be a
corruption seated at its veryheart. Only free peoples can hold
their purpose and their honor steady to a common end and
prefer the interests of mankind to any narrow interest of
their own." The original refusal of the League of Nations to
admit autocratic governments to membership, and a similar
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attitude on the part of the United Nations, both have their
roots in this same philosophy. It is also at the basis of organi
zations like the Interparliamentary Union.

It was only logical that liberalism should not restrict to the
domestic sphere this evaluation and the political conse
quences to be drawn from it. For liberalism, domestic and~
foreign policy are aspects of one and the same thing. As
Charles A. Beard put it: "I;2reign policy is a phase of domes-
tic policy, an inseparable phase," and it is the latter which
determines the former. The foreign policy of a nation is
only the function of its domestic affairs: and upon the latter
warand peace alike depend. The feudal governments, no less
than the democratic peoples, when moving on the interna
tional scene, cannot act contrary to their very nature as it was
revealed in the domestic field. Thus the domestic positions
were simply transferred to the international scene. Democ-
!acy is peace, autocracy is ~r.i t~~ pacifi.~~_p~?pl~~-~.!!Ie
warlike governments-s.l1ch wer~ slogans uLwhiclLlbe
fiberal attitude toward war eE?!~ss<::Aitselfall(~jn._whiQ...hit
found its political program,~,Here again, Wilson is the most
eloquent prophet of the new creed. "National purposes," said
he in his New York speech of September 27, 1918, "have
fa11enmore and more into the background and the common
purpose of enlightened mankind has taken their place. The
counsels of plain men have become on a11hands more simple
and straightforward and more unified than the counsels of
sophisticated men of affairs, who stilI retain the impression
that they are playing a game of power and playing for high
stakes. That is why I have said that this is a peoples' war,
not a statesmen's. Statesmen must fo11ow the c1arified

common thought or be broken." If indeed those slogans
spoke the truth, was it not imperative, in order to secure
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attitude On the part of the United Nations, both have their
rootsin this same philosophy. It is also at the basis of organi
zations like the Interparliamentary Union.

It wasonly logical that liberalism should not restrict to the
domestic sphere this evaluation and the political conse
quences to be drawn from it. For liberalism, domestic and~
foreign policy are aspects of one and the same thing. As
CharlesA. Beard put it: "I:9reign policy is a phase of domes-
tic policy, an inseparable phase," and it is the latter which
determines the former. The foreign policy of a nation is
onlythe function of its domestic affairs: and upon the latter
warand peace alike depend. The feudal governments, no less
than the democratic peoples, when moving on the interna
tional scene, cannot act contr.aryto their very nature as it was
revealedin the domestic field. Thus the domestic positions
were simply transferred to the international scene. 1"2-C::JEEc-
racy is peace, autocracy ~W?rj t_h~pacifi_~~_J2~?El.~s':S. t]1e
warlike gov~.!!!!!1ent~-s.uchwere the slogans iu_whicI.l..tbe
f!beralattitude toward war e~!~ssegjtsel.L<!..1!9:j!!._whict!it
f~und its political program:: Here again, Wilson is the most
eloquent prophet of the new creed. "N ational purposes," said
he in his New York speech of September 27, 1918, "have
fal1enmore and more into the background and the common
purpose of enlightened mankind has taken their place. The
counselsof plain men have become on all hands more simple
and straightforward and more unified than the counsels of
sophisticated men of affairs, who still retain the impression
that they are playing a game of power and playing for high
stakes.That is why I have said that this is a peoples' war,
not a statesmen's. Statesmen must follow the clarified

common thought or be broken." If indeed those slogans
spoke the truth, was it not imperative, in order to secure
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peace, to do away with autocratic governments and to set
up democratic control over governments "everywhere in
the world"? "The destruction of every arbitrary power any
where that can separately, secretly, and of its single choice
disturb the peace of the world," was one of the war aims pro
claimed by Wilson in his Fourth of July speech in 1918. "It
is our inestimable privilege to coneert with men out of every
nation who shall make not only the liberties of America se
cure but the liberties of every other people as well."

Since autocratie governments oppress in domestic affairs
and make war on the international scene, a change in the form

~ of government is all that is needed in order to end o ression
an war. J?ublie opinion would then_~~!ti!_~~ci~~I?:g in
~uence; secret diplomacy and secret treati~s, th~i!!§JrlJ.!!!ents

~ ~f autocratic government in international affairs, ~Ql:!l<i.be
replaced by the democratic conTrorO[fQf~!ijiQJjcy. "De
mocratization of foreign affairs" is one of the great liberal
aims, to which, during the first World War, the Western
democracies dedicated a great number of books, articles, and
organizations (e.g., the Union for Democratic Control in
England). Bere again, vVilson is the perfect interpreter of
liberal thought. "lt will be our wish and purpose," he said in
his message to Congress on January 8, 1918, "that the proc
essesof peace, when they are begun, shall be absolutely open
and that they shall involve and permit henceforth no secret
understandings of any kind. The day of conquest and ag
grandizement is gone by; so is also the day of secret covenants
entered into in the interest of particular governments and
likely at some unlooked-for moment to upset the peace of
the world. It is this happy faet, now clear to the view of every
publie man whose thoughts do not stilllinger in an age that
is dead and gone, which makes it possible for every nation
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whose purposes are consistent with justice and the peace of
the world to avow now or at any other time the objects it has
in view." "Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at," pro
claims the first of the Fourteen Points, "after which there
shall be no private international understandings of any kind,
but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly and in the public
view." In our time the movement for a war referendum in

the thirties, and the domestic opposition to international
negotiations and decisions because of their secrecy are mani
festations of the same trend of thought and of the same co.n
viction that without complete and universal democracy there
can be no peace. Where such a complete democratization of
the affairs of state could not be brought about by peaceful
means, it could, for the very sake of the abolition of war, be

one by force. T.he democratic revolution as well as the
democratic war could thus be justified.

The eschatological hopes which inspired the liberal wars
for national unification and democratic liberation came to

naught. In his speech of April 30, 1823, Canning had already
warned, however, in vain, that "the general acquisition of
free institutions is not necessarily a security for general
peace." Whereas domestic institutions and policies, on the
one hand,- and foreign policies, on the other, are indeed
organicallyconnected, the connection is by no means as sim
ple as liberalism believes it to be. Liberalism believes that the
foreign polky of a country is the mere reflection of its domes
tic sltuation, so that, by transforming the l.atter. one is able
to change the former at wil~.~ctually, however, the foreign
Eolicyof a country is determined by many different factors, of
which the [orm oí. government and domestic policies are
two and, as history shows, not the most d~cisive one~. The
fundamental foreign policies of the Great Powers have sur-
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vived a11changes in the form of government and in domestic
policies; France, Great Britain, and Russia during the last
two hundred years are cases in point. qontinuity in foreign

{affairs is not a matter of choice but a necessity; for it derives

I'f~m. geo?raphy, nahonal charac~er, trad1hon, and t~e actual

'--7'" 'd1stnbuhon of power, factors Wh1Chno government lS able to
control but Wh1Chit can neglect only at the risk of failure.
. onsequently, the question of war and peace is decided in
consideration of these permanent factors, r~ardless of the
form of &overnment under which a nation happens to live
and of the domestic policies it happens to pursue at a certain
Ip.oment of history. Nations are "peace-Ioving" under certqin
historic conditions and are warlike under others. and it is llot
the form of government ar domestic policies which m~kes
t~o.

Veit Valentin has by implication demonstrated the ab
surdity of the attempt at correlating the form of government
and foreign policy. In an article "Are Republics More Peace
ful?" he reverses the liberal position and tries to make history
show that monarchies are more peace-Ioving than are repub
lics. "Great monarchies," wrote the Duke Albert de Broglie in
1863, "honestly at peace have been seen rarely but some
times: great republics, neighbors without being enemies,
never!" According to Paul S. Reinsch, "Lord Cromer believes
in general that democracies are not peaceful, and he refers
particularly to the American democracy for proof; Lord Lyt
ton said, 'Governments are genera11yfor diplomacy, the peo
ple for war.' " These authors cannot fail to be as successful as
the opposing school of thought since, indeed, in certain pe
riods of history certain monarchies, in contradistinction to
certain republics, have sought to maintain international
peace. ~ether one tries to make the world safe for _mQu-
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archy or for democracy, it is not in that W:lYtb:lt one makes
lt safe for peace.

'Lhe victories in the liberal wars, far from fulfilling the
liberal hopes, even brought about the very evils which th_ey
were supposed to destroy. Far from being the "last wars,"
they were only the forerunners and pioneers of wars more
destructive and extensive than an the liberal e och had
Wltnesse. ational unification and democratic liberation,

lnstead of doing away with the only remaining causes of war,
intensified international antagonisms and made the broad
masses of the peoples active participants in them. The uni
fied nations, instead of being deprived of an incentive for war,
now had the cohesion and emotional impetus necessary for
policies of conquest, colonial and otherwise. International
disputes, which formerly had been largely rivalries of princes
and an aristocratic pastime, now became controversies be
tween nations, where the interests of the peoples themselves
appeared to be at stake and in which the peoples themselves
had the opportunity to play a determining part. The triumph
of nationalism and democracy, brought about by the liberal
wars, therefore strengthened immensely the sovereignty of
the state and with it the anarchical tendencies in interna

tional society. The particularism of democratic nationalism
was thus bound to be the foremost obstacle to the realization
of those devices, such as free trade, internationallaw, interna
tional organization, by which liberalism endeavored to secure
international peace. In a tragic contradiction of Shakespear
ean dimensions, liberalism in the international field was to be
destroyed by the very forces it had, if not created, at least
helped to dominate the Western world.

A very wise liberal, as early as 1874, gave voice to the
liberal disillusionment strangely born of success and failure
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alike. Lord Morley, after enumerating the national and dem
ocratic aspirations of liberalism, continues: "It may be said
that the very fate of these aspirations has had a blighting
effect on public enthusiasm and the capacity of feeling it.
Not only have most of them now been fulfilled, and so passed
from aspiration to actuality, but the results of their fulfil
ment have been so disappointing as to make us wonder
whe~her it is really worth whiIe to pray, when to have our
prayers granted carries the world so very slight a way forward.
The Austrian is no longer in Italy; the Pope has ceased to be
master in Rome; the patriots of Hungary are now in posses
sion of their rights, and have become friends of their old
oppressors; the negro slave has been transformed into an
American citizen. At home, again, the gods have listened to
our vows. Parliament has been reformed, and the long
desired mechanical security provided for the voter's free
dom. We no longer aspire after all these things, you may say
because our hopes have been realised and our dreams have
come true. It is possible that the comparatively prosaic re
sults before our eyesat the end of all have thrown a chill over
our political imagination ..... The old aspirations have van
ished, and no new ones have arisen in their place."

Decadent Liberalism

F;lced by the dangers which the very fulfilment of the li!?
eral aspirations had created, liberalism finally abandoned the
'exceptions to its pacIfist atbtude. These exceptions had
found their positive expression in the universal requirement
of national states under democratic governments as a pre
requisite to permanent international peace. The liberal justi
fication of wars for democracy and nationalliberation was
indeed always qualified in practical application by the abso-
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lute condemnation of preventive wars. The idea that a na
tion should wage war against another nation in anticipation
of a war planned by the latter has never been accepted by
liberal theory and practice. As a mle, liberal governments
have fought their wars not upou a hee chOlce between war
aud peace, nor at the moment most ro itious to them but
upon t e 1mbative of non i eral governments which were
resolved to pursue their aims even at the risk of wa . Since
we di not want to ght in 1931 or 1935 or 1938 on our terms,
we had to fight in 1941 on the terms of the enemy.

~iberal wars are generally defensive wars; for only as such ~
can they be justified in terms of liberal philoso'phy. The in
fluence of this phIlosophy makes itself feIt even in the sphere
of military strategy and organization. The specialization of
the French army for defense and its inability to attack, in
1914 as well as in 1940, was the direct result of the liberal
prejudice against aggressive wars. Pearl Harbor has its intel
lectual background in this philosophy, which was unable to
consider seriously even the possibility of enemy attack. The
invariable hesitations and vacillations of liberal governments,
when faced with a decision implying even the remote danger
of war, are due to those inherent traits of liberal philosophy.

When in the period of liberal virility these pacifist traits
clashed with the concern for national, democratic govern
ments, the latter had a good chance of winning out. Quring
the period of liberal decadence the orig;inal position of lib
eralism was reversed. Whereas liberalism in its heyday woyld
intervene and even wage war for the promotion and protec
~on of liberal positions in other countries, t~e decadent
liberalism of the thirties was no longer willing to wag..ewar
for ani'.cause, liberal or otherwise. For a foreign policy to take
into consideratíon ldeological differences, even for the sake
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of national survival, would violate the principle of noninter
vention which now wa§ interpreted as holding true even in
the face of totalitarian intervention. War was now regarded
as an absolute evil, not only in the ethical and philosophical
sphere but in the realm of political action as well. Hence any
political decision avoiding war was better than one leading
to war. Any move liberalism would make on the interna
tional scene was made with the reservation that it would not
lead to war, even if that meant failure of the move itself.
Recent history offers two typical examples of this suicidal
logic. One is to be found in the Baldwin cabinets attitude
during the Italo-Ethiopian conflict, which Churchill has
characterized in the following words: "First, the Prime Min
ister had declared that sanctions meant war; secondly, he
was resolved that there must be no war; and thirdly, he de
cided upon sanctions. It was evidently impossible to comply
with these three conditions." The other example is pre
sented by the attitude of a large sector of American public
opinion toward the second World War, which in 1941 was
stated thus with classical simplicity: "The country wants to
defend itself, aid Britain, and stay out of the war." Here
again, it was evidently impossible to comply with these three
conditions at the same time; and, here again, liberal pacifism
would make Baldwin's choice.

Decadent liberalism still was convinced that democracy is
EeáCeand that autocracy, now resurgent as fascism, is at le~st
Eotential war. But whereas classical liberalism had un,der
stood this op osition in the sense of different redominant
ten enCleso a nonexclusive character. decadent liberalism
gave this opposition a nonpolitical and absolute meaning.
Hence fascism and militarism, on the one hand, and de
mocracy and love for peace, on the other, became synony-
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mous; and democracy could not wage war without betraying
its very principles to fascism. Yet, the ideological war of
liberalism became thus a self-defeating absurdity. From this
suicidal contradiction liberalism was saved only by a new
ful-eign policy which, at least in its practice, fo11owedthe
principles of political wisdom rather than of liberal philos-
~

Ideology vs. Politics

The liberal reluctance against waging war for other than
liberal aims not only reveals the qualified pacifism which
liberalism practiced in its heroic period; it is also indicative
of a peculiar inte11ectual approach to olitical reali which
characterizes li era Ism m a11stages of its historic develop-
~nt. This approach derives directly from the liberal mis
conception of international affairs as somethin essentia11y
rahona , where politics plavs the role of a disease to be cured
by means of reaSQn.Liberalism, therefore, isable to accept
only international aims which can be justified in the light of
reason. Since, however, the rationalist conception of inter
national affairs does not fit political reality where power is
pitted against power for survival and supremacy, the liberal
:pproach to international prob1ems has necessarily an ideo-
logical quality. Pberalism expresses its aims in the interna-
tional sphere not in terms of power politics, that is. on the
basis of the international reality but in accordance with the

rationalist premises of its own misconception. '1J1e liberallj-+program in international affairs is a rationalist ideology ofl
f<?reignpolitics.

"My objection to Liberalism is this," ~aidDisraeli, " th&!t
i~the introduction into thc practical business of life of the
hi~hest kmd-namely POhtlcS-of phI1osophlCalideas instead
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of political principles." The abstract ~oal replaces the conc~eteissue; the standard 01eternal trut : the>consideration of
Rolitical interests. During the Ethiopian crisis· the Italians
fought for the new Roman Empire, the English interceded
for Article XVI of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
In the first World War the Germans fought for Germany's
"place in the sun" and the Allies for democracy, national
self-determination, and permanent peace. Germany and
Japan started the second World War for world domination
while their democratic opponents took up arms for a new
social order, the federation of the democracies, the four free
doms "everywhere in the world." The Axis fought for em
pires, the liberal opposes aggression regardless of where, by
whom, and against whom it is committed. Our concern for
democracy in the Balkans at the end of the second W orld

,War is but another instance of the liberal disposition to fight
for'abstract slogans rather than for political interests.

The difference between liberal and nonliberal aims in the
international field does not lie in the fact that the former are

ideological whereas the latter are not. The ideological char
aser is common to both, since men will support only polit
i.calaims which the.yare persuaded are justified before reason
and morality. Yet while nonliberal political concepts, such
as "Roman Empire," "new order," "living space," "encircle
ment," "national security," "haves vs. have-nots," and the
like, show an immediately recognizable relationship to con
crete political aims; liberal concepts, such as "collective se
curity," "democracy," "national self-determination," "jus
tice," "peace," are abstract generalities which may be applied
to any political situation but which are not peculiar to any
particular one. This difference has far-reaching practical con
sequences. Since the nonliberal_ail1l.s],re i~Q(luct..2! a
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~oncrete political situation, t}1eywill necessarily disappe~r
.andbe replaced by others as soon as they have fulfilled their
temporary political function; tp~ they will be relatively
immune from the dan er of bein at variance with reality
<an ere ore offalling intodisre.p.ute.

The liberal ideologies. on the other hand. are bound. be
~use of their very abstractness, generality, and claim for
abfolute validity, to be kept alive after they have outlived
~heir~olitical usefulness and thus to hp. c1i~::wowedby the
r~lities of international politics" wl1ich,by their very nature,
a~econcrete, specific, and dependent upon time and place.
Collechve secunty, universal democracy, permanent and just
peace are in the nature of ultimate, ideal goals which may
inspire the actions of men and supply standards for the judg
ment of philosophy and ethics but which are not capable of

immediate comPl.eterealization through political action'~-I.
tween them and the political reality there is bound to b..f: a ~
permanent gap. Yet the liberals believe in the possibility of'
their immediate realization here and now.

From the disappointment in this belief and the sudden
awarenessof the true nature of the liberal ideology stems the
process of "debunking" which has corrupted liberal thOllght
and paralyzed liberal action in the international field. The
reco nition that the seemin 1 olitical oals of liberalism

were actllal y eyond the reach of immediate political real
ization brought in its wake the distrust in olitical ideolo y
of any km . mce the liberal ideology did not keep its prom
iseand thus revealed itself as mere "propaganda," no ideology
in the international field could be trusted. Since, further
more, political aims are still mostly being rationalized in
terms of the liberal ideology, they meet condemnation for
this reason and regardless of whether they could be justified
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in terms of politieal expedieney. The disappointed liberal
would not fight for China, Ethiopia, Czeehoslovakia, Danzig,
Britain, beeause he no longer believed in the liberal ideolo
gies of eolleetive seeurity, universal demoeraey, permanent
and just peaee. The "good" liberal would fight for those
eountries beeause he still believed in those slogans. As a mat
ter of faet, neither of them, arguing in liberal terms, was able
to understand the real issue, whieh was neither China, Ethi
opia, Britain, or any other foreign eountry, nor eolleetive
seeurity, universal demoeraey, permanent and just peaee, but
the influenee upon the national interests, expressed in terms
of power polities, of violent ehanges in the territorial status
of those eountries. Thus, e_venthe enemies of the liberal slo
ians are still the vietims of the liberal fallaey; intelleetually
they are still liberals sinee they are able to think only in
liberal terms. Yet, whereas they would refuse to aet at all,
beeause all aetion wasbound to fall short of the liberal ideals,
the "good" liberal would at least aet, even though sometimes
on the wrong oeeasions or with the wrong methods :m~l
ways for the wr~ reasons.
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